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Abstract
Everybody experiences time constraints in their daytoday lives. These time constraints may induce
stress, possibly influencing our judgment abilities and behavior. In contemporary daily life, search en
gines are regularly consulted to look for information online with searchers commonly experiencing time
constraints in the web search process. With an increasing percentage of the global population having
access to the internet and thus a search engine, more people will experience being timeconstrained
during the search process.
The generally unfavorable consequences of these time constraints have been examined in vari
ous stages of the search process. Despite the importance of this issue, how the design of the web
page showing the search results, or the Search Engine Results Page (SERP), may benefit in time
constrained web searches constitutes a substantial and important knowledge gap that this work aims
to address. Concretely, we investigate how different time constraints influence task performance and
search behavior. Consequently, we aim to determine to what extent various SERP interfaces are sus
ceptible to the effects of time constraints. We also want to know how different SERP interfaces impact
user experience and we examine to what extent affinity for technology interaction moderates the rela
tionship between time constraint and task performance.
We aim to address these questions through a crowdsourced 4 (SERP interfaces) × 4 (time con
straints) betweensubjects factorial design user study in which participants are tasked with searching
the web to find a list of arguments supporting or opposing a controversial topic. To examine to what
extent user interfaces are susceptible to the effects of time constraints, participants make use of a mock
search system displaying one of four SERP interfaces depending on the experimental condition: a list
interface (baseline, traditional interface), a grid interface, a listlike interface without the snippet, and
an interface with the snippet placed to the right of other data. The used time constraints are 2, 5, and
8 minutes in addition to a condition without a time constraint. The effects of SERP interfaces and time
constraints are evaluated in terms of task performance metrics, search behavior, and user experience.
Results have shown that task performance is considerably decreased by stricter time constraints.
Also, as time constraints tightened, the rate at which participants issued queries increased. Exploratory
results suggest this comes as the cost of reduced depth to which individuals click on results in the
ranked list. As for the interaction between SERP interfaces and time constraints, SERP interfaces have
not been found to be susceptible to the effects of time constraints. Interestingly, user experience was
neither worsened nor improved because of the experimental SERP interfaces and affinity for technology
interaction was not found to play a moderating role in the relationship between time constraints and
task performance.
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1
Introduction
In this chapter, the motivation and the research questions forming the foundation of this thesis are laid
out. Next, the contributions and outline of this work are presented.

1.1. Motivation
We live in a world in which time is becoming an ever more important aspect in the daily lives of many
people. Being under time pressure can have many causes such as deadlines, public transport dis
ruptions, or family obligations. Time constraints may induce stress, possibly influencing cognitive pro
cesses and mental wellbeing. In contemporary daily life, we regularly consult search engines to look
for information online, thus we regularly experience time constraints in the web search process.
An increasing share of the global population has access to the internet and hence a search engine.
The possibilities of search engines have grown to such an extent that they are used for much more
than just search, further stimulating search engine usage. An unusual feature of search engines is
that they have a wide target audience containing all layers of the population: people of varying ages,
ethnicity, religion, income, education, or employment status all use search engines; hence, the use
of search engines is becoming practically ubiquitous. Therefore, more people will experience being
timeconstrained during the web search process.
The effects of these time constraints are reflected in web searches. In terms of the search pro
cess, experiencing time pressure has, among other effects, resulted in changed search strategies [47],
fastermade decisions [15], worsened user experience [14], and differences in search behavior such
as query rates, dwell times, and time spent examining documents [13, 15]. The search outcome, deci
sions made, knowledge gained, news articles studied, recommendations made, etc. could suffer from
time constraints as a potential source of influence. As an illustration of the possible consequences of
time constraints in search: the use of a search system in a clinical decisionmaking study decreased
gained accuracy from 32% to only 6% as time pressure increased [79]. Moreover, time pressure has
been shown to shape the length and specificity recommendations made in a series of decisionmaking
tasks [15]. Hence, time pressure in information retrieval is a facet that is of significant importance. The
common denominator between most research regarding time pressure is the fact that they vary only
the presence of a time constraint. How the duration of time constraints affect the search process and
search outcome constitutes a promising area of inquiry.
As [14] suggests, considering the consequences of timepressured search on the search process,
search outcome, and human wellbeing, directing research efforts into how the user interface of a
search engine may assist those under time pressure is justified. While search engines cannot change
the time pressure their users are experiencing, they can change the web page on which search results
are presented  the Search Engine Results Page (SERP). The current body of literature provides only a
limited insight into the relationship between user interfaces and search behavior. For example, usage of
a grid interface has been shown to reduce the impact of the position of the search result [40] and more
equally divide the attention of the user over the search results compared to using a list interface [38].
Regarding search result snippets in the user interface: while longer snippets gave searchers the feeling
they performed better, it did not result in a significant performance improvement [56]. Yet, to what extent
1
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elements of the SERP interface may cater people under time constraints and perhaps at what costs
constitutes a knowledge gap.
The relevance of an investigation into time constraints and the extent to which those effects are
susceptible to different SERP interfaces is now established. The next section will outline the utterances
in this section translated into research questions and present the hypotheses.

1.2. Research Questions and Hypotheses
Using a crowdsourced user study, this thesis aims to explore how user interfaces and different levels of
time constraints influence task performance, user behavior, and user experience. A conceptual model
visualizing the relationships between the hypotheses can be found in Figure 1.1. Based on the moti
vation presented in the previous section, five research questions (RQ) and corresponding hypotheses
(H) were defined below.

Figure 1.1: Conceptual model of the variables and hypothesis to be tested.

• RQ1: How do different time constraints influence task performance?
Task performance will be determined by evaluating the outcome of a timeconstrained search.
Existing literature tends to only vary the presence of a time constraint (i.e., a time constraint
of n minutes versus no time constraint), not its duration. These hypotheses are based on the
interpolation of results of works like [13, 79] reporting a decrease in task performance with the
introduction of time constraints and the approximately linear decrease in task performance as
time constraints tighten in [79]. Due to the meager amount of literature available on this topic,
the effects of variations in time constraint duration are promising to investigate. We therefore
propose the following four hypotheses.
– H1a: Stricter time constraints reduce the level of topic focus (TDepth).
– H1b: Stricter time constraints reduce the quality of arguments (DQual).
– H1c: Stricter time constraints reduce interpretation of data into arguments (DIntrp).
– H1d: Stricter time constraints reduce the number of arguments extracted (FArgument).
• RQ2: How do different time constraints affect search behavior?
Crescenzi et al. found that, when searchers were placed under time constraints, query rates
increased and fewer search results per query were examined [13] and decisions in a decision
making task were made quicker [15]. Similar findings have been noted by Liu and Wei [47] who
showed that searchers’ strategies moved from “economic” to “cautious” as users were presented
with time constraints in the sense that more time was spent on SERPs trying to find relevant
search results and the number of search results viewed per query decreased. Note that these
works only varied the presence of a time constraint, not the actual duration of time constraints.
We therefore propose the following four hypotheses.
– H2a: Stricter time constraints increase the query rate (number of queries issued per minute).

1.2. Research Questions and Hypotheses
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– H2b: Stricter time constraints decrease the average length of queries.
– H2c: Stricter time constraints increase the depth to which individuals will click on results in
the ranked list.
– H2d: Stricter time constraints increase the time spent on the SERP on average, at the cost
of time spent reading web pages.
• RQ3: In what way are different SERP interfaces susceptible to the effect of time con
straints?
Various experimental UIs are shown to have an effect when used not under time constraints;
Kammerer and Gerjets [38, 40] have shown the advantages of a grid interface in terms of source
trustworthiness and search result position and Cutrell and Guan [16] and Clarke et al. [11] have
shown snippet features such as query terms presence and readability may influence web search
behavior. In terms of search behavior, Kammerer and Gerjets [39] showed that the SERP inter
face influences dwell time and clicked search results depending on search result trustworthiness.
Also, Joho and Jose [37] suggest the experimental SERP interfaces used in their study resulted in
increased engagement in query (re)formulation. Hence, the SERP interface is expected to mod
erate task performance and search behavior. In exploring this moderation, the proximity to the
results observed in a control condition that emulates the typical search experience is a measure
of the susceptibility to the effects of time constraints. We propose the following hypotheses.
– H3a: SERP interface moderates level of topic focus (TDepth).
– H3b: SERP interface moderates quality of arguments (DQual).
– H3c: SERP interface moderates interpretation of data into arguments (DIntrp).
– H3d: SERP interface moderates number of arguments extracted (FArgument).
Because of the tentative nature of works examining the effect of SERP interfaces on web search
behavior, we propose the following exploratory hypotheses.
– H3e: SERP interface moderates query rate.
– H3f: SERP interface moderates average length of queries.
– H3g: SERP interface moderates the depth to which individuals will click on results in the
ranked list.
– H3h: SERP interface moderates the time spent on the SERP on average, at the cost of time
spent reading web pages.
RQ4: How do elements of SERP interfaces impact user experience?
Various design features of the SERP have been the subject of user studies. Kelly and Az
zopardi [42] evaluated the number of search results on the SERP and reported nonsignificant
differences in terms of difficulty and workload. The addition of a knowledge module (area on the
SERP containing facts about a named entity) when applicable, as investigated by Arapakis et
al. [4], resulted in more satisfaction with the retrieved search results, and was found to be more
helpful to users. Regarding user experience, Marcos et al. [51] found that rich snippets experi
enced increased noticeability in lowerranked results as opposed to their respective plain snippets
which did not matter in higherranked positions. Moreover, snippet length has been shown to in
fluence user experience by Maxwell et al. [56]: users preferred longer snippets and felt they were
more informative (albeit longer snippets did not result in better performance). It is important to
uncover how the SERP interface influences the search experience since search engines causing
dissatisfaction among its users probably cannot count on many searchers  regardless of how
well it may benefit timepressured searches. Based on the aforementioned works we conjecture
different elements of the SERP impact user experience and propose the following hypothesis.
– H4: Different elements and their presentation on the SERP interface affects user experience.

4
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• RQ5: To what extent does affinity for technology interaction (ATI) serve as a moderating
variable for task performance?
Users’ search experience is shown to relate to a more critical attitude towards verification strate
gies and increased probability of clicking lowerranked results [87], and thus they are expected
to be more familiar and efficient in extracting the right and necessary information and gaining
knowledge from it. We therefore propose the following four hypotheses.
– H5a: Affinity for Technology Interaction moderates the relationship between time constraints
and level of topic focus (TDepth).
– H5b: Affinity for Technology Interaction moderates the relationship between time constraints
and quality of arguments (DQual).
– H5c: Affinity for Technology Interaction moderates the relationship between time constraints
and interpretation of data into arguments (DIntrp).
– H5d: Affinity for Technology Interaction moderates the relationship between time constraints
and the number of arguments extracted (FArgument).

1.3. Contributions
With this thesis, we aim to address a knowledge gap in the field of information retrieval. More precisely,
the following contributions are made:
1. A comprehensive literature review into the state of the art in the area of web search in information
retrieval.
2. A preregistered 4 × 4 factorial design user study investigating the influence of time constraints
and user interfaces on task performance, search results, and user experience1 .
3. Implementation of a search system called BBTFind used in this work.
4. Publication of all gathered anonymized data.

1.4. Outline
The remaining part of this thesis is structured as follows. In Chapter 2, related literature from the field
of information retrieval is studied to form a solid background and position this work in its context. Next,
Chapter 3 introduces the methodology used to conduct the experiments. Chapter 4 outlines the steps
that are taken after the experiment was conducted and before the results are presented in Chapter
5. Then, Chapter 6 interprets the results and presents their implications together with limitations en
countered during this study. Lastly, Chapter 7 concludes this work and proposes directions for future
research.

1 The

timestamped preregistration can be found at https://osf.io/25ksb

2
Related Work
This chapter reviews the related literature in the field of information retrieval. Firstly, the web search
process and its effects on users are discussed. Then, the means and measures to quantify effects and
the topics of search tasks in web search behavior literature are examined. Subsequently, the influence
of user interfaces is investigated. The chapter is concluded with a discussion on time in web search.

2.1. Searching the WWW
The web search process has been subject to much research over the last decades. The smallest
change in the nuts and bolts of a search engine may significantly influence the resulting beliefs and
judgments of its users. Conversely, unconscious underlying assumptions of search engine users may
affect interaction with the SERP. This section aims to identify research on the effects of web search
and its impact on users in practice.
Perhaps the most wellknown inclination in web search is that of users being more likely to pay
increased attention to higherranked results: position bias or trust bias [40, 51, 65–67]. This is exem
plified in early work by O’Brien and Keane [65] who presented participants of a user study with varying
interfaces and positions of the most relevant results. They revealed that the most relevant link was
clicked 83% of the time if it was the top link in the search entry result page as opposed to 43% when it
was the last link, independent of the interface used. While varying source trustworthiness, Kammerer
and Gertjets [40] found that in a SERP whose trustworthiness order was reversed on average 1.53 of
the most trustworthy search results were selected in contrast to 2.53 results in a SERP with traditional
trustworthiness order. A similar result was found for time spent on the most trustworthy web pages in a
normal and reversed order, with 129.89 s and 88.52 s being spent on the web pages for the respective
orders this lead to users identifying fewer arguments from trustworthy sources in the context of a con
troversial medical issue. Pan et al. [66] investigated determinants for whether a search result would
be viewed or clicked and found that significance, position, and relevance are the most important fac
tors. Albeit participants in the experiment who were presented with a SERP from Google with reversed
results were more critical, this was not reflected in the success rate of the tasks the participants were
presented with: in the reversed order the success rate was 63% as opposed to 85% in a normal SERP.
In a like manner, Pogacar et al. [67] found that the ranking of correct and incorrect information can
significantly negatively influence the accuracy of decisions made on the efficacy of medical treatments,
exposing a potential source of harm. A followup thinkaloud study by Ghenai et al. [30] found that the
majority view in the SERP, authoritativeness, and quality of sources were the main factors in deciding
on the efficacy of health treatments. Efforts to evaluate the effect of snippets on web search behavior
by Marcos et al. [51] revealed that the rank of a result on the SERP is more influential than rich snippets
such as multimedia snippets, geolocation snippets, or recommendation snippets. Other research such
as [16, 36, 82] reports similar findings that result in higherranked positions are viewed and clicked
more often than lowerranked results. Models to estimate such position bias can be created, such as
the AllPairs model by Agarwal et al. [1] that can be used to control for relevance.
An important aspect of position bias as identified by Yamamoto et al. [87] is attitude towards ver
5
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ification strategies; searchers with a strong attitude towards verification strategies were found to be
more likely to click lowerranked results. As a measure to improve this attitude, Yamamoto and Ya
mamoto [88] suggest using query priming (use of keywords stimulating critical thinking) in query auto
completion and query suggestion as this resulted in more careful information seeking behavior and
increased query rate. The latter effect was also noticed by Medlar et al. [58] using query suggestion
(without query priming) in a scientific literature search task, suggesting that, including other search
behavior metrics, “query suggestion dramatically impacts user behavior” in their study. An interesting
finding regarding search behavior was made by Maxwell et al. [56]: searchers were more likely to click
on search results with longer snippets as they felt those to be more informative, however coming at the
cost of an increased likelihood of clicking irrelevant items. Another aspect influencing search behavior
is stopping. Maxwell and Azzopardi [55] investigated stopping strategies and found that performances
of these strategies varied greatly, with simulated users stopping at fixed depth or until a certain amount
of nonrelevant snippets in a row had been observed performed best overall while the strategy that
turned out to be the closest to actual search behavior was a strategy in which users stops after en
countering a certain amount of nonrelevant snippets in total. These three strategies were later used
again by Maxwell and Azzopardi [53] in examining the influence of information scent, the initial impres
sion of a SERP. A SERP level decision point was proposed as an extension to their considered search
model that decides whether or not a user abandons the SERP immediately based on the information
scent. It was found that including said decision point in their model leads to more realistic modeling
of stopping behavior and more effective search given that the user can distinguish between high and
low information scent properly. To quantify the effect of, amongst other aspects, query length and rel
evance feedback, Azzopardi and Zuccon [5] developed numerous user models that take into account
the costs and benefits of user interactions.
Another wellinvestigated bias is confirmation bias: in the process of obtaining information regard
ing an issue, information representing an opposing opinion is less or not being taken into account
[43, 77, 82]. In two experiments in which Schwind et al. [77] presented participants with a list of eight
arguments, predominantly preferenceconsistent arguments were chosen replicating a natural confir
mation bias; yet, presenting the participant with preferenceinconsistent recommendations weakened
the confirmation bias. On the contrary, when Potthirat et al. [69] presented searchers with preference
inconsistent questions in the “People also ask” section of a SERP, a series of questions and their
answers related to the query, no significant effect suggesting mitigation of confirmation bias was es
tablished. Also, White [82] finds that participants in their study experience confirmation bias as they
provide evidence that people mainly look for confirmatory information and barely adapt their view. In
the context of media messages, KnoblochWesterwick and Meng [43] found that participants clicked
on average on 1.9 articles that are of preferenceconsistent nature, whereas on only 1.4 articles were
clicked that are preferenceinconsistent nature. Adding to that, Pothirattanachaikul et al. [68] found that
documents’ opinion and credibility influence search behavior, but this confirmation bias can be reduced
by presenting opinioninconsistent beliefs at higherranked positions.
The use of search engines may not only reinforce current opinions or attitudes but may also change
them. When a user changes her opinion or attitude due to a set of search results this may be caused by
the novel search engine manipulation effect (SEME), a term first coined by Epstein and Robertson [22].
The effect was first investigated in the context of elections in the United States and India and the results
emphasized the significance of this bias: biased SERPs may cause voting shifts of undecided voters up
to 20% or more and it can be concealed to prevent people from being aware of it [22]. Hence, Epstein
and Robertson conclude with the suggestion that SEME can significantly influence elections and has
the greatest effect in countries with one predominant search engine. Yet, there are methods to reduce
SEME as found by Epstein et al. [23] in followup work discussed later. Regarding bias in web search
results, Gezici et al. [29] found that the stance of results regarding a controversial topic returned by
two major search engines is not favored towards a specific side; rather, the presence of an ideological
bias was shown indicating that search engines favor one stance for a certain topic whereas they may
favor another stance for another topic. To find out the cause of SEME, Draws et al. [18] investigated
the effect of biased search result rankings on debated topics. The evaluation revealed that they were
able to replicate SEME with 70% of participants changing attitudes after viewing a biased SERP for
which exposure effects are suggested as an aspect influencing this attitude change. That SEME may
be an influential aspect is confirmed by McKay et al. [57] who find that active search is an information
interaction behavior that was found in almost all interviewed participants who encountered a change
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of viewpoint. An element to consider in this discussion that likely negatively influences SEME outside
of strictly controlled environment studies is the existence of coverage bias as shown by Vaughan and
Thelwall [80] who find that search engines with a large market share have the (unintentional) tendency
to cover sites from the US better.
Another interesting line of research considers visual and contextual information biases. Novin and
Meyers [63] identified four cognitive biases in the participants of their study: (i) priming effects causing a
user’s attention to visual features upon opening the SERP, (ii) anchoring effects reflecting bias towards
the first result, (iii) framing effects arising from users being influenced by how search results are dis
played and (iv) availability heuristic favoring most accessible information. Comparable work was done
by Liu et al. [50] who looked at the influence of vertical results (snippets with images, videos, news,
etc.) in web search, analyzing how users’ examination of snippets right above and below a vertical
changes due to the presence of a vertical result they found two vertical biases: a cutoff effect meaning
that users pay less attention the result below a vertical if it is relevant and a spillover effect meaning
that users pay less attention to the results above but more attention to the results below the vertical if it
is irrelevant. Yue et al. [90] take a more general view and looked at presentation bias, concluding that
search results are more likely to be clicked on if they had more bolded query terms in the title, even
when controlling for position and relevance.
Lastly, some biases in which the human plays a bigger role are discussed. Ieong et al. [35] recognize
that click logs examination is a commonly used approach to obtaining human judgments; however, they
suffer from domain bias: increased likelihood of users clicking on results from a familiar domain and
decreased likelihood of clicking on results from an unknown or untrustworthy domain. This effect was
prevalent even when controlling for relevance. Ieong et al. [35] argue that due to domain bias getting
stronger, users are visiting fewer domains and, as a consequence, future research will have to control
for domain bias. Most of the views presented until now in this section are drawn from studies where
the authors looked at only one search query. By taking a different approach and looking at search
behavior in the context of a search session (i.e. multiple queries), Zhang et al. [92] were able to unveil
two new biases: query bias and duplicate bias. Query bias occurs when the results of a query strike
with the user’s intention, with query reformulation and no clicked results as a consequence. Duplicate
bias implies that a document that was viewed before in an earlier search query is less likely to be
viewed again. Regarding query formulation, Roy et al. [73] find that number of queries issued and
average document dwell time best predict a user’s learning gain. Also, they find that users with some
prior knowledge have the largest knowledge gains as opposed to sublinear learning gains for users
with little or no prior knowledge.
In summary, we have seen that the effects of position bias and confirmation bias (including related
biases) have been investigated and replicated extensively. Research suggests that confirmation bias
can be reduced when presenting users with preferenceinconsistent views. A relatively limited amount
of literature is available on presentation(related) biases, albeit the existing literature reporting various
noteworthy influences. Furthermore, a novel form of bias, SEME, was discovered with the potential of
being of vast societal influence.

2.2. Measuring and Quantifying Effects
Being aware of the possible influences of web searches it is important to know how they are investigated
and assessed. In this section, the means and measures used in research revolving around web search
as well as its target audience are discussed.
There is copious research looking into the web search process. From the effects studied in the
previous section, it appears there are roughly two ways in which the experimental procedures to identify
these effects can be distinguished:
• User studies. Participants are presented with a search task in a user study that can either take
place in a lab setting or online in which they complete one or more search tasks subject to an
experimental condition. In these experimental conditions, frequent use is made of mock SERPs
that are somehow either controlled in terms of order, search entries, or user interface to facilitate
the research going on [39, 40, 65, 66, 66, 76]. Typically, the experimental setups in these works
have mock SERPs with ads removed, cache web pages to ensure consistency, have participants
perform a practice task first, and assign participants to an experimental conditions at random to
avoid learning effects [16, 50, 76]. During the experiment, the approach taken to measure the
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effects of web search can be further subdivided:
– Effects measured at a single point in time. In this approach, participants of user studies
are asked to perform the search task after which some measures are taken or evaluated to
identify whether a bias effect was present. This is a procedure frequently taken in identifying
position bias: Pan et al. [66] log, amongst others, clicks on search entries on the SERP
which are analyzed after the experiment to determine the effect of position in the SERP while
controlling for relevance. Varying the trustworthiness of sources, Kammerer and Gerjets [40]
use a similar procedure in which the search outcome is investigated after the experiment.
This approach is not only taken in position bias research [16, 65], but also with vertical
bias [50], source bias [63], and social annotations [62].
– Effects measured over a period of time. This approach is often taken to be able to determine
whether exposure to an experimental condition resulted in a change in attitude or preference
towards a certain subject and therefore requires at least two data points about participants’
preferences. This becomes especially clear in works by Epstein and Robertson [22] and
Epstein et al. [23] who managed to shift the voting preferences of undecided voters by ex
ploiting SEME. Similar to that, attitude change in debated topics is achieved by Draws et
al. [18] in users with mild preexisting opinions. Yet, SEME is not the only bias applicable to
this approach. In the context of confirmation bias, preference of participants with little prior
knowledge about the topic of neuroenhancement could be shifted due to presenting them
with preferenceinconsistent recommendations [77]. Pretask and posttask assessments
were also used in determining knowledge change by Bhattacharya and Gwizdka [7] and by
Gadiraju et al. [28] in the form of knowledge tests. But that is not the only way to measure
knowledge change, Zhang and Liu [91] use vocabulary change in pretask and posttask
made mind maps as a measure for knowledge change and knowledge use. Note that a
common denominator between these studies is the involvement of prior knowledge or prior
opinion on the subject of the task as a restriction or covariate.
• Click log analyses. Analyzing click logs from a commercial search engine provides impressions
on a larger scale. However, these click log analyses come at the cost of being able to acquire
fewer data about the user issuing a specific query. Yet, click log analyses uncover biases not
uncovered in user studies. For example, to prove the presence of presentation bias Yue et al. [90]
preprocessed search traffic to create a dataset of Fair Pairs [71] and collect human judgments on
them to control for position bias. To establish differences in domain expertise and its influences
on domain bias, White et al. [83] first had to come up with a method to identify users with a specific
topical interest in a subject and separate expert users from nonexpert users before a click log
analysis could be performed. In [11], clickthrough patterns were examined, but only the first click
after the query was issued is considered to capture the users’ relative relevance sufficiently well.
An advantage of click logs is that it is easier to incorporate complete search sessions instead of
only search queries as is done in some research, as exemplified by Zhang et al. [92] revealing
query and duplicate bias through developing a taskcentric click model. While providing valuable
insights, click log analysis requires enormous amounts of data and is therefore reserved for a
limited amount of organizations having access to such quantities of data.

Being aware of the general approaches taken to investigate bias in web search behavior, a look at
the measures that these biases are quantified in is taken. The most viable technique recognized is web
search behavior logging that records interaction with a SERP or web page. For instance, the fraction
of total and unique clicks per search result are used in [67] to examine the effect of rank in different
experimental conditions. Similarly, [65] looked at the average location of the first click to investigate
position bias. Yet, generally, a mixture of search behavior measures is used: [66] logs query reformu
lations, the number of results clicked, and time spent on search result pages whereas [39] tracks the
number and frequency of selected results. Search behavior can even serve as a predictor for user en
gagement as Zhuang et al. [93] found. Similarly, Arapakis and Leiva [2] used various neural networks
to predict user attention to ads from mouse movements. Next to search behavior logging, eyetracking
techniques are also a prevalent method that can provide useful understandings. Liu et al. [50] use
metrics such as eye fixation distribution, mean time of arrival at search results, and mean percentage
of fixation duration to study the influence of verticals; Marcos et al. [51] study the effect of rich snippets
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using metrics as fixation duration, fixation count, and visit duration. Albeit being useful, eyetracking
information can only be used in user studies; this information is not available in click log analyses of
commercial search engines. Unmistakably, the outcome of the search tasks as is also of immanent
importance. Regarding decisions on the efficacy of medical treatments, conclusions on the influence of
biased search results can be drawn only after evaluating whether the decisions made by participants of
a user study by Pogacar et al. [67] were correct or harmful. When it comes down to the topic of biofuels,
Novin and Meyers [63] analyzed how the number and type of arguments as presented in the summaries
written during the experiment reflected the results presented in a SERP before drawing conclusions
regarding bias effects. Note that search outcome or success cannot only be determined in user stud
ies but also in click log analyses using heuristics; White et al. [83] determine search success based on
whether the last event in a session was a click on a URL or a query being issued. Participants of user
studies are often presented with a pretask or posttask questionnaire to study the collected values as
mediating or moderating variables or as control and descriptive variables. Standard questions in such
questionnaires are related to demographics and web search experience, but they may also include
studyspecific questions about epistemic beliefs [39], actively openminded thinking or mood [18], and
political ideology [22]. An important realization is that many aspects in information retrieval are inter
connected: As Liu et al. [49] have shown, task design influences informationseeking intentions which
may, in turn, be reflected in behavioral metrics.
Lastly, the target audience of the experiments in the investigated literature is focused on. As for
user studies, two main groups of people participate. Firstly, many works use university students and
staff as their target audience [39, 40, 51, 63, 66, 67]: they are predominantly young and have the same
level of education. Hence, this is not a representative sample of a population other than an academic
one. A noticeable exception to this is [76] whose participants were recruited from a metropolitan area
with varying ages and education. Also, generally less than 60 participants are used in the reviewed
user studies. A target group that suffers less from these drawbacks but is employed to a much smaller
degree is crowdworkers. Research employing crowdworkers tends to have a higher mean age, a
broader standard deviation of mean age, and a greater number of participants [18, 22, 23, 35]. Yet,
crowdworkers are no onesizefitsall solution for representative crosssection as most crowdworkers
are from the US or India [17]. To overcome this issue, Barbosa and Chen [6] created a framework for
a crowdsourcing platform that reduces demographic biases in terms of country of origin, gender, and
age at the cost of a 35% increase in incorrect responses given to groundtruth questions. As for click
log studies, certain studies restrict themselves to queries issued in the Englishspeaking United States
locale [35, 82, 83], but this is not the case for all click log studies.
To sum up, the two most identified means to investigate bias are click log analyses and user studies,
where it must be noted the click log analysis is reserved for authors working for companies that have
such an abundant amount of data available. Returning measures used to determine the effects of
experimental conditions are search behavior analysis and eyetracking behavior. As for user studies,
recurring observations that were made include the use of mock SERPs, target groups consisting mainly
of university students, random assignment to an experimental condition, the presence of a training task,
and web page caching to ensure consistency.

2.3. Topics
As established in the previous section, research identifying biases often presents users with search
tasks to complete as a means to arrive at some conclusions. In this section, a closer look is taken at
the characteristics and nature of these search tasks. Also, we take a look at how search results or
search outcomes are judged regarding relevance, bias, credibility, or any other aspect that is looked at
from an experimental point of view.
The nature of the topics used in search tasks can be roughly distinguished into two categories: con
troversial and factual, with controversial topics being discussed first. From the literature investigating
SEME, it becomes clear immediately that the topics used are of controversial nature. From an empirical
perspective, this is intuitive as preferences towards a fact cannot be influenced. Epstein et al. in [22]
and [23] try to manipulate the preferences of undecided voters in elections that were expected to be
a close call. For both works, independent raters judged whether search results presented on an ex
perimental SERP were biased towards either one of the expected closecall candidates in the election
or none. In [18], the authors decided to use the topics of social networks, zoos, cellphone radiation,
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bottled water, and obesity after crowdworkers were employed to give their opinion on a variety of con
troversial topics with the aforementioned topics turning out to be the most controversial. Additionally,
crowdworkers were used to judge the relevance and viewpoints present in the search results. The non
factual topics of health, politics, finance, environmental sciences, and celebrity news are investigated
by Schwarz and Morris [76] asking, for example, questions regarding a diet’s effectiveness or mutual
funds to invest in. The web pages used in this work were rated by the authors in terms of credibility.
A set of more controversial topics was used in [43] who looked at gun ownership, abortion, healthcare
regulation, and minimum wage in the context of confirmation bias. As the necessary controversy and
political debates exist around these topics, the biases that the nature of these topics induced were
judged by participants from an undergraduate university class. The topic used in [63], biofuels, is in
line with topics used in the aforementioned works in terms of controversy. Besides these varying top
ics, there is also a recurring topic: health. Schwind et al. [77] render the topic of neuroenhancement
useful to investigate confirmation bias. They took an uncommon approach: while the topic is complex
with participants having little prior knowledge about the topic, the arguments presented in the task were
bogus arguments either in favor or against neuroenhancement, thus not requiring experts to assess
the arguments’ viewpoints. In [39] and [40], Bechterov’s disease and two controversial competing ther
apies, radon therapy and infliximab theory. are used. In [40], with position bias being investigated,
the trustworthiness of the search results was determined in a pilot study with university students as
participants. To identify whether a search result was subjective or objective, [39] used a classifier from
another work, an approach not identified in any others works.
Next, topics of factual nature are considered. For position bias, generally, an approach with factual
questions is used. For example, in a user study by O’Brien and Keane [65] students were presented
with computer science related search tasks whose relevance judgments were made by applying rule
based criteria. A similar method is used by Pan et al. [66], who investigate position bias using acces
sible informational and navigational tasks of everyday topics such as travel and movies; the relevance
assessments were performed by independent raters. In the work by Pogacar et al. [67] we see the
topic of health returning. It considers the efficacy of medical treatments as the topic and uses efficacy
judgments made by authors from another work who performed a systematic review (Cochrane review).
Albeit in another context, that of beliefs in search behavior, [82] uses factual medical yesno questions
as their search tasks. They used an unusual way to gather judgments: initially, crowdworkers were
tasked with assessing several medicalrelated microtasks; then, to verify their judgments, physicians
were asked to perform the same task and found that consensus between the crowdworkers and physi
cians was good with Fleiss’ multirater 𝜅 ≥ 0.853. During the investigating of Cutrell and Guan [16] on
the effect of snippet length, tasks of navigational and informational nature and varying complexity are
used that concern everyday topics such as education or movies. Yue et al. [90] investigating presen
tation bias uses crowdworkers to assess the relevance of URLs to a query; this task was considered
difficult by the authors, not because of the topic itself, but because the two URLs presented to choose
the most relevant one from would have a similar quality as they would appear adjacent to each other
on a SERP. Another seldomly used method for gathering judgments is that as presented by Ieong et
al. [35] using heuristics to gather human judgments from the click logs of a search engine as they form
a cheap alternative of user feedback.
Altogether, mainly controversial and factual topics are used depending on the search task. As for
SEME and confirmation bias (related) literature, topics are mostly of controversial nature to facilitate
and measure attitude shifts. As for position bias, mainly primarily topics of factual nature are used.
Controversial topics like social networks, environmental science, and politics tend to be of a more com
plex nature, whereas the factual topics often vary more in complexity. A wide variety of techniques are
used to assess search results including independent raters, experts, authors, crowd workers, univer
sity students, click logs, and listed criteria; no patterns were identified except the relevance of tasks of
medical nature mainly involve medical experts.

2.4. User Interfaces
Whereas previous sections have explored literature demonstrating the existence of biases and tech
niques to assess them, the medium through which the results are presented, the user interface, may
also play a role. In this section, existing work regarding user interfaces and web search behavior are
reviewed and suggestions from other literature to mitigate bias using the user interface are presented.
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To explore the effect of the user interface on search time, Dumais et al. [19] performed a user study
in which participants had to complete factual search tasks in different experimental SERP interfaces
while search time was tracked. They found that user interfaces with search results grouped by category
yielded faster search times than those with list interfaces and that inline summaries are more effective
than summaries appearing when hovering over the URL. The interface with the best performance is
shown in Figure 2.1a. Schwarz and Morris [76] looked at the addition of contextual information and did
not only add contextual information to the SERP, but also to the web page that appears upon clicking
on the search result. Information added to the web page includes pagerank, overall and expert pop
ularity, awards won, domain type focus (.gov, .edu, etc.), and temporal and geospatial trends; due to
the limited space available on the SERP, search results on the SERP were augmented with only the
first three pieces of aforementioned information (Figure 2.1b). The effects are clear: the augmented
search results caused a significant improvement in credibility assessments of the search result and
increased accuracy to the level obtained when users are viewing an entire page. Kammerer and Ger
jets [39] investigated how the user interface may facilitate source evaluations using two interfaces: a
list interface and a tabular interface with results sorted into three categories: subjective, objective, and
commercial (Figure 2.1c). Behavior in the user interfaces was different: in the tabular interface, less
attention was paid to commercial search results and objective results were selected more often. How
ever, for a positive outcome on the search task, the participants also required high epistemic beliefs.
In a similar interface, but without the categories, that Kammerer and Gerjets [40] call a grid interface,
more results were inspected before the first result was clicked, thereby decreasing the role of search
result position in an effort to combat position bias.
In trying to reduce the effects of SEME, Epstein et al. [23] experimented with a low and high bias
alert (Figure 2.1e) and found that these bias alerts managed to reduce SEME in vote manipulation.
A different design intervention is tested by Salmeron et al. [75] who are interested in identifying how
the user interface affects learning. Students were presented with two types of SERPs: a conventional
list SERP and a graphical overview SERP providing the relationship between web pages (Figure 2.1d)
which had to be studied as if the student was preparing for a test. Afterward, students performed tasks
to measure intertext comprehension which suggested signaling the relationships between web doc
uments resulted in increased intertext comprehension. Wu et al. [85] investigated how the presence
of an answer module on a SERP influences user behavior and found that it reduces search task com
pletion time as well as user effort and increases user engagement. The increase in user engagement
grew even further as users were presented with an answer module containing multiple answers (Figure
2.1f). The effects of ads on a SERP was investigated in a user study by Foulds et al. [26], finding that
the presence of ads leads to lower recall of relevant concepts and more negative user experience; in
terestingly, participants in both the experimental condition and the control condition retrieved a similar
number of relevant documents, however, taking a significantly longer time with ads present. Next to
the way search results are presented on the SERP, the query interface can be altered to. A study by
Edwards et al. [21] focused on the query interface instead of the SERP interface and used a conven
tional query interface and structured interface (Figure 2.1g), finding that participants of the laboratory
experiment using the structured interface selfrated their success higher and reported less workload.
Surprisingly, no statistically significant differences between stress levels and search behaviors were
found. Regarding search behavior, Roy et al. [74] found that the inclusion of active learning tools in the
user interface changed several search behavior metrics, but most notably that notetaking increases
the number of facts covered in posttask written essays by 34% and highlighting resulted in 34% more
subtopics covered.
An approach not yet discussed is taken by Wang et al. [81] recognizing how the use of various
types of verticals has changed web search: to optimize wholepage presentation in user satisfaction,
a framework that learns the optimal presentation is presented. A scoring function unique to each user
calculates an optimal presentation with the results supplied by the search engine, with the authors
claiming to outperform contemporary search engines [81].
Next to the aforementioned literature proving through experimentation the effect of a UI on some
bias, some unproven yet potentially useful suggestions and their possible implications from research
establishing these biases are discussed now. Two similar suggestions for more transparency in SERPs
arose. Pan et al. [66] suggest informing users about how search engines crawl results and rank them
is coined claiming possible benefits for a limited amount of users. A related suggestion by Novin and
Meyers [63] calls for greater transparency in SERPs to improve users’ understanding of “the relation
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(b) UI design as presented in [76].
(c) UI design as presented in [39].

(a) UI design as presented in [19].

(d) UI design as presented in [75].
(e) UI design as presented in [23]

(f) UI design as presented in [85]

(g) UI design as presented in [21]
(h) UI design as presented in [72]

Figure 2.1: Various user interfaces presented in related work designed to mitigate numerous types of negative effects in web
search.
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ships between multiple sources”; the idea of search result explanations in SERPs was later investigated
by Ramos and Eickhoff [72], finding that a user interface with query term contribution bars per search
result (4. in Figure 2.1h) resulted in increased transparency and search efficiency.
Novin and Meyers [63] also propose more explicit identification of conflicting information by expos
ing the user to other perspectives of a controversial topic. Related to this is the idea suggested by
Draws et al. [18] to nudge users to interact with more search results to address SEME. To improve
source evaluations in SERPs, Kammerer and Gerjets [40] suggest to “add social information”. A work
by Muralidharan et al. [62] suggests the use of social annotations in web search is limited as social an
notations often go unnoticed, whereas Fernquist and Chi [25] find more promising yet opposing results
stating that social annotations are seen 60% of the time when placed on top of the snippet.
All in all, a wide variety of literature has explored alternative user interfaces. Albeit the commonality
of several works suggesting to come up with methods that nudge search engine users to explore more
search results, the evidence that available literature in this direction presents is thin and would justify
further research efforts.

2.5. Time
In our daily lives we all experience time constraints while increasingly turning to the use of search
engines. This section investigates the literature revolving around time in web search.
The importance of time in web search is confirmed by Crescenzi et al. [12] finding that participants
of their crowdsourced user study who perceived to be under time pressure experienced lower search
satisfaction and higher task difficulty. This work was later extended by Crescenzi et al. [14] with a com
parable experimental setup, finding numerous significant effects of the time constraints on, amongst
others, time pressure, task difficulty, and search performance satisfaction. Also, they looked at the
influence of delays in terms of query submit delays and document download delays which caused
participants to think the system was slower only when the delays were present in each second task
performed. In terms of these delays, Arapakis et al. [3] found that, when adding query submit delays,
they are quicker noticed by users of a fast search engine and that the user’s belief in the search site
helping in completing the search task decreased as the added latency value rose. Maxwell and Az
zopardi [52] also experimented with delays and found them to affect the behavior of participants of their
laboratory study in terms of time spent within documents when faced with query and document down
load delays. In a user study by Liu et al. [48] varying the presence of a time constraint, participants
in the no time constraint condition selfrated significantly higher presearch confidence, better post
search performance, higher postsearch familiarity with the topic, more gained knowledge, increased
estimated required time for the search task and fewer negative moods. No significant difference was
found in presearch and postsearch task difficulty. The importance of the effects of time constraints in
practice is made clear in a clinical decisionmaking setting in a study by Van der Vegt et al. [79]: the
gained accuracy from being allowed to use a medical search system for clinical decisions reduced from
32% to only 6% as time pressure increased; thus significantly reducing the efficacy of a medical search
engine. Opposing to much existing work, Crescenzi et al. [15] state that the traditional notion of an ex
plicitly required amount of search effort is not realistic as it is seldom known in advance. Instead, they
gave participants of their user study six tasks making recommendations to a friend in which they had
the freedom to decide personally how much information they would include while varying the presence
of a 5 minute time constraint per task. Interestingly and opposing to various previous work, no signif
icant differences were found in terms of search behavior or perceived search difficulty between time
constraint conditions; as for the recommendations, participants in the time constraint condition made
less specific, faster, and shorter recommendations. As for search strategy, Lui and Wei [47] showed
that when presented with time constraints, searchers move from an “economic” search strategy to a
more “cautious” one which is reflected by the fact that fewer results per query were viewed. Mishra
et al. [61] investigated timecritical search and showed per crowdsourced survey that 12% of search
engine users who experienced an emergency in the past year turned to the web to look for information,
showing that time in web search is an important notion in multiple aspects.
Time in web search is not only relevant in terms of time restrictions, but also in terms of the ranking
process of a search engine. Lin et al. [46] propose methods for timesensitive rankings by determin
ing the focused time for a web page using implicit and explicit temporal expressions present in search
results, which is then included in a reranking process together with textual relevance to create a time
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aware ranking. Arguing that current popular ranking techniques lack a temporal aspect, Yu et al. [89]
propose techniques to include the notion of time in academic publication search. Yet, only a relatively
limited amount of literature is available on the temporality facet in web search and the effects on the
enduser are rarely evaluated. This is recognized by Alonso et al. [41] arguing that “information retrieval
applications do not take full advantage of all the temporal information”.
On the whole, this chapter has looked at the effects of web search on users and the experimental
techniques used to establish these. Also, the limited amount of literature concerning time and user
interfaces would rationalize research endeavors addressing this knowledge gap.

3
Experimental Setup
As the previous chapter concluded, the current body of literature revolving around time and user in
terfaces in web search allows for dilatation. Therefore, this chapter details the experimental setup
investigating how SERP interface and time constraints influence task performance, user behavior, and
user experience in a crowdsourced 4 (SERP interfaces) × 4 (time constraints) betweensubjects facto
rial design study. Approval for this experimental setup has been given by the TU Delft Human Research
Ethics Committee (approval no. #1557).

3.1. User Study
Participants of the user study are tasked with identifying arguments in favor or against the topic de
scribed below.
Scenario. As for the search task of the user study, participants are asked to imagine they are a
journalist working for a newspaper. At the last minute, their boss replaces a colleague reporting on
an international discussion forum on DNA cloning. It is the task of participants to gather arguments
supporting and opposing the topic in question to prepare themselves for the event. Hence, the search
outcome of the task will be a list of arguments both favoring and opposing the topic, which will be used
as a measure of task performance as described later.
Topics. Requirements a suitable topic should comply with are:
• Topics should be sufficiently complex: participants should have limited prior knowledge about it
to prevent them from drawing up too many arguments beforehand.
• Topics should be debatable and controversial: to allow for finding sufficient arguments it is desir
able there is sufficient content regarding the topic on the web.
• Topics should be engaging: to encourage the participants, the topic must be interesting to work
on.
A variety of topics meeting these requirements are nuclear energy, genetic modification, DNA
cloning, economic monopolies, and weather modification. The topic of DNA cloning was chosen be
cause of its performance in pilot runs. While drawing up the requirements of the topic and designing
the search task, desired characteristics of exploratory search tasks by Kules and Capra [44] were ad
hered to (e.g. search tasks should “Indicate uncertainty, ambiguity in information need and/or need for
discovery” or “Suggest a knowledge acquisition, comparison, or discovery task”).
Participants. Participants for the user study will be recruited using the online participant recruitment
tool Prolific1 . Participants will be rewarded at a rate of £7.50/h for successfully completing the task. The
required sample size is calculated using a power analysis for an ANCOVA using G*Power [24] with an
1 https://www.prolific.co
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effect size 𝑓 = 0.25 (indicating a moderate effect), significance threshold 𝛼 = 0.05 / 21 = 0.00238 (due
to testing 21 hypotheses), and a statistical power of (1 − 𝛽) = 0.8. The sample size required for each
hypothesis was determined using each hypothesis’ respective number of groups, degrees of freedom,
and covariates resulting in a required sample size of 431 participants. Due to various reasons for
exclusions as explained in Section 4.1, 523 participants are recruited. Participants will be prescreened
based on three restrictions:
1. Participants must be older than 18 years
2. Participants must be fluent in English.
3. Participants use a desktop to complete the study.
The first two criteria can be assessed using Prolific’s screening functionality. A logging framework (see
Section 3.2) logs the device used by participants and is used to enforce the third criterion. Participants
who do not meet these criteria will not be able to participate in the study. The age restriction is present
for legal reasons. The language requirement ensures that participants will be able to understand the
nuances of the English language when reading and assessing documents for arguments. The desk
top requirement is motivated by the fact that, due to the larger viewport, there is more room to design
experimental interfaces. Also, “more leisure content is searched on mobile device, in contrast to more
study and work related searches on PC” [45], which suggests that search tasks of the nature used in
this experimental setup would predominantly be completed on a desktop.
As the completion time and hence the reward for the study will vary due to different time constraints, a
series of four studies with one time constraint per study will be launched on Prolific. Participants who
took part in a preceding study using one time constraint will be excluded in studies using subsequent
time constraints.
Quality control. Next to the participant restrictions and rewards, other quality control measures
will be in place. As Chandler and Kapelner [10] found, output quality increases when crowd workers
are aware of what the task will be used for, which is why the true purpose of the task will be outlined
to the participants. To further assure quality, participants make use of a training phase in which they
are allowed to explore the experimental user interface and are presented with attention checks in the
pretask and posttask questionnaires asking the participants to pick a specific option using a radio
button. Due to the cognitive load of the task and to prevent distraction, no attention checks are shown
during the search task itself. Of course, the aforementioned measures do not guarantee complete suc
cess. Therefore, all arguments submitted by the participants will also be manually checked to identify
participants stopping the experiment early, outliers, bogus arguments, empty arguments, arguments
submitted more than once, etc.

3.2. Search Platform
This section introduces the search platform and its underlying architecture that is used in the user study.

3.2.1. Interface
During the search task, participants will make use of the customdesigned search platform called
BBTFind. A screenshot of BBTFind is shown in Figure 3.1a. The circled numbers in this subsec
tion refer to the respective elements of the interface in Figure 3.1a. The interface is divided into the
search frame 1 on the left and the experiment frame 2 on the right. BBTFind places the search
results in the interfaces according to the experimental condition the participant is in, as explained in the
following section. A timer 3 shows the remaining time at the top of the experiment frame. An alert in
the form of a popup will be given when there is one minute remaining (see Figure 3.1b). Also, a button
to review the instructions 4 is present in case a participant would like to do so. Furthermore, the goal
of the participant’s search task is repeated succinctly and participants are given the opportunity to look
for arguments favoring or opposing the topic. Text boxes for arguments can be added 5 or removed
6 using the buttons in the interface. No autocompletion is used to prevent inducing any biases. Par
ticipants can interact with the search engine as they normally would on a commercial search engine
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like Google. The experiment frame shows a finish button 7 to allow participants to finish early if they
feel like they have collected enough information or further search does not yield additional arguments.

(a) BBTFind interface displaying search results.

(b) BBTFind interface displaying the popup indicating one minute remaining.

Figure 3.1: Screenshots of the BBTFind interface.

3.2.2. Implementation
The actual search is performed using the Bing Web Search API2 . An overview of the settings in the
query parameters used to retrieve results from the Bing search API is found in Table 3.1, whose de
scriptions are based on the Bing Web Search API Documentation3 . While making use of the search
engine, search behavior is recorded using LogUI [54], a logging framework for webbased experiments.
Steps have been taken to prevent participants from copying and pasting arguments directly into the text
boxes to encourage active involvement and prevent a lack of compliance with the study instructions.
The collected arguments, logged search behavior, and answers to the questionnaires are submitted to
2 https://www.microsoft.com/enus/bing/apis/bingwebsearchapi
3 https://docs.microsoft.com/enus/bing/searchapis/bingwebsearch/reference/queryparameters
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Parameter
q
count
offset

textDecorations
textFormat
mkt

responseFilter

Description / Motivation
The query as entered by the participant.
Number of results to return. In the case of BBTFind: 9 results.
Number of results to skip, used with count to simulate the effect of
pagination. In the case of BBTFind dependent on the requested
page.
Enables text decorations highlighting important words in the snip
pet, improving the look of the user interfaces.
Format of the markers that make up the text decorations, set to
HTML.
Market where the results should come from. Set to enUS be
cause (i) it ensures consistency among search results and (ii)
likely the biggest share of the participants will be from the US.
Set to Webpages to prevent any other types of result such videos
or news being returned.

Table 3.1: Values of the query parameters used to retrieve search results from the Bing Web Search API.

a backend that subsequently stores them in a MongoDB database for later statistical analysis. The
MongoDB database, LogUI backend, and the BBTFind backend are hosted in the SURFsara Re
search Cloud4 . The BBTFind backend built using Node.js exposes its static content and endpoints
through express5 . Please find an architecture overview of the components used in the implementation
in Figure 3.2. The code of the BBTFind platform will be published in a project repository hosted by the
Open Science Foundation6

Figure 3.2: Architecture overview of the BBTFind implementation.

4 https://www.surf.nl/en/surfresearchcloudcollaborationportalforresearch
5 https://expressjs.com/
6 https://osf.io/3wx42/
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3.3. Variables
This section outlines the independent, dependent, moderating, and descriptive variables used.

3.3.1. Independent Variables
The independent variables form the experimental conditions of this work and concern the user interface
and the time constraint. We now further elaborate on both independent variables.
• SERP interface. Next to each user interface listed below, a reference name to refer to the re
spective SERP interface in future sections and a figure containing a screenshot can be found.
The screenshots of each experimental SERP interfaces are placed in Appendix A due to space
considerations. Four user interface variations are used:
1. List view (see Figure A.1, referred to as listview). Motivation: De facto standard used
ubiquitously by search engines (‘ten blue links’).
2. Grid view (see Figure A.2, referred to as gridview). Motivation: Kammerer and Gerjets
have shown that a grid interface helps reduce the effects of position in a SERP [40] and
makes searchers select more trustworthy search results and divides attention to search re
sults more equally [38]. Therefore, it would be interesting to find out whether these effects
remain preserved in the timepressured search task the participants are presented with and
have any effect on task performance.
3. Snippet absence view (see Figure A.3, referred to as saview). Like the list view, but
without a snippet. Motivation: existing literature reports a wide range of effects of snippets.
Clarke et al. [11] found that short or missing snippets have a negative impact on clickthrough
rates. Cutrell and Guan [16] found that adding information to snippets in SERPs resulted
in increased task performance in informational tasks, a finding not replicated by Maxwell et
al. [56] using a different search task, who find that longer snippets are not better in terms of
performance. The disagreement justifies the inclusion of this SERP interface in the experi
mental setup.
4. Interrupted linear scanning pattern view (see Figure A.4, referred to as ilspview). SERP
interface in which the snippet is placed to the right of other data (cf. [16]). Motivation: while
this will interrupt the wellknown linear scanning pattern adopted by many searchers [36],
this design focuses the users’ attention to the metadata of the search results (title and URL)
instead of the complete search result including the snippet, as suggested by Cutrell and
Guan [16] as a solution to the problem of long snippets being problematic for navigational
search tasks.
Following prior work using grid interfaces [38, 40], the grid interface will show nine search results
per SERP. For consistency and fair comparison, all other experimental interfaces will also show
nine search results per SERP.
• Time constraint. To identify proper time constraints for this task, inspiration is drawn from similar
works with comparable information needs without time constraints. To complete similar tasks,
average session lengths in related work are five minutes [28], 8.66 minutes [49], and 5.3 min
utes [86]. Therefore, we restrict the available time to two, five, and eight minutes and no time
constraint, with the no time constraint acting as a baseline.
Hence, there will be 4 (SERP interfaces) × 4 (time constraints) = 16 experimental conditions. The
experimental condition with the list interface and no time constraint is considered the control condition.

3.3.2. Dependent Variables
Three main categories of dependent variables are analyzed:
• Task performance metrics: required for answering RQ1 and RQ3. These metrics aim to assess
the quality of the arguments which were identified by the participants. In this assessment, tech
niques developed by Wilson and Wilson [84] to measure the depth of learning based on Bloom’s
Taxonomy [8] are used. Albeit being designed for written summaries, we believe these metrics
are suitable to evaluate arguments with since they are evaluated (“coded”) per fact or sentence,
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which can also be done in the case of arguments. The measures are adapted to fit in the context
of extracted arguments where necessary as outlined below.
1. DQual: Quality of the argument. Assessed per argument using Table 3.2 and averaged to
create one final value per participant.
Rating
0
1
2
3

Description
Facts within one argument are irrelevant to the subject; facts hold
no useful information or advice.
Facts are generalized to the overall subject matter; facts hold little
useful information or advice.
Facts fulfill the required information need and are useful.
A level of technical detail is given via at least one key term asso
ciated with the technology of the subject; statistics are given.
Table 3.2: Quality of Arguments (DQual, adapted from [84]).

2. DIntrp: Interpretation of data into arguments. Assessed per argument using Table 3.3 and
averaged to create one final value per participant.
Rating
0
1
2

Description
Facts contained within one argument with no association.
Association of two useful or detailed facts: “𝐴 → 𝐵”
Association of multiple useful or detailed facts: “𝐴 + 𝐵 → 𝐶;” “𝐴 →
𝐵 → 𝐶;” “𝐴 → 𝐵∴𝐶”

Table 3.3: Interpretation of data into arguments (DIntrp, adapted from [84]).

3. TDepth: Level of topic focus. TDepth judges subtopic coverage of the arguments on a
scale of 0 to 3. Assessed per argument. Then, the arguments are counted per subtopic and
averaged to create one final value per participant. The subtopics used are:
–
–
–
–

Benefits of cloning (e.g. solving fertility issues, prevention of species going extinct)
Safety considerations (e.g. low success rates, accuracy)
Ethical considerations (e.g. interference with nature, limited genetic uniqueness)
Drawbacks of cloning (not being safety consideration or ethical considerations; e.g.
costs, probability of faster aging)

These subcategories have come about by looking at various arguments presented on the
web, during which these subcategories were identified as most common themes.
4. FArgument: Number of arguments. Analogous to FFact in [84], but with arguments. As
sessed per participant as opposed to the first metrics.
Next to manual metrics, automatic measures of task performance were also considered and
sought after. Such measures can be found in the field of computational linguistics. Unfortunately,
a search for a suitable metric ended without success for several reasons. Most stateoftheart
papers like [70], [31], and [78] report seemingly promising results, but only publish the data set
on which their classifiers are trained, not the classifiers themselves. While completely replicating
the classifiers as described in their respective papers is likely possible, this is out of the scope
of this thesis. Works like [20] and [32] that do publish their classifiers have shown unsatisfac
tory performance after a closer thorough inspection (i.e. orders of magnitude difference between
learned and original value).
• Search behavior. Required for answering RQ2 and RQ3. Search behavior is logged using the
LogUI framework [54]. The considered metrics, chosen because they were most prevalent in
related work thus allowing best for (future) comparison of relations, are:
– Query rate: number of queries issued per minute.
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– Query length: average length of the issued queries in words.
– Search results: depth to which individuals will click on results in the ranked list.
– SERP dwell time: time spent on the SERP per minute (i.e., the total time the participant
actively focused on the SERP interface in their browser, not reading a search result).
For exploratory purposes, the initial viewport size and viewport resizing events are also logged.
The device type used (desktop, tablet, mobile phone) is logged to ensure people used a desktop
to complete the experiment.
• User experience. Required for answering RQ4. During the search task, participants are exposed
to unseen SERP interfaces. To measure user experience, the User Experience Scale  Short
Form (UESSF) by O’Brien et al. [64] consisting of 12 questions to be rated on a 5point Lik
ert scale is used. The scale can be further subdivided into four subscales: focused attention,
perceived usability, aesthetic appeal, and reward.

3.3.3. Moderator Variable
To understand to what extent affinity for technology interaction (ATI) moderates the relationship between
time constraint and task performance, the ATI scale by Franke et al. [27] is used. This is required
for RQ5. The ATI scale measures to which extent users like to actively approach new technological
systems using a questionnaire consisting of 9 items rated on a 6point Likert scale without subscales.

3.3.4. Descriptive and Exploratory Variables
The following variables are collected or calculated for the purpose of providing descriptive and ex
ploratory analysis:
• Gender. Collected in pretask questionnaire. Options: Male, Female, Other, Don’t want to tell.
• Age. Collected in pretask questionnaire.
• Highest level of education completed. Collected in pretask questionnaire. Options: No formal
qualifications, secondary education, high school, technical/community college, undergraduate
degree, graduate degree, doctorate degree, don’t know (conform Prolific’s options).
• Web search experience. Collected in pretask questionnaire. Options: use the web to search
more than once per day, once per day, once per three days, once per week, once per month, or
less. Participants are requested to pick the option that applies to them the best.
• Prior knowledge. Collected in pretask questionnaire. Participants are asked to rate their prior
knowledge of the subject on a 5point Likert scale (2: no prior knowledge, 2: very knowledge
able).
• Topical interest. Collected in pretask questionnaire. Participants are asked to rate their topical
interest in the topic on a 5point Likert scale (2: very uninterested, 2: very interested).
• Task definition. Collected in pretask questionnaire. Participants are asked to rate how clearly
the task is defined on a 5point Likert scale (2: unclear, 2: very clear).
• Perception of time pressure. Collected in the posttask questionnaire. Participants are asked to
rate whether they felt they had enough time to complete the task on a 7point Likert scale (3:
way too little time, 3: way too much time.
• Initial viewport size and viewport resizing events.
Next to the aforementioned variables, we also consider calculating the following posthoc descriptive
variable. Since it requires the participant’s full set of arguments and examined documents it is computed
upon the completion of the experiment.
• The extent to which participants relied on a single web page containing readily available argu
ments. Determined afterward by computing the textual similarity between the search results vis
ited and submitted arguments.
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3.4. Procedure
The procedure will consist of several phases (see Figure 3.3 for an overview). Note that once a partic
ipant ends up in the introduction phase, he has already undergone Prolific’s screening requirements.
Introduction. Participants are welcomed and informed about the purpose of the study. They are
informed of how their data will be used and are asked for consent using the informed consent statement
in Appendix B. Also, the participants are given the instructions necessary to complete the search task
successfully. The scenario, information need, and expected search outcome are introduced to the
participants as follows:
Imagine you are a journalist working for a newspaper. A colleague planning to attend and report on an
international discussion forum about a controversial topic has called in sick last minute. Being asked
by your superior, it is now your responsibility to substitute him at the discussion forum. Unfortunately,
you have only very limited time to prepare yourself for the topic you are unfamiliar with. To allow for
decent and thorough reporting, you decide to use the limited time available to familiarize yourself with
the topic by searching for arguments opposing or supporting the topic using a search engine. You
stop your search when you feel like you have collected enough arguments or the time is up.
Training phase. Once aware of all instructions, participants enter the training phase to familiarize
themselves with the search interface. This training phase will follow the same experimental condition
as the participant is assigned to for the real experiment. The time constraint is not yet enforced, as the
goal of the training phase is to facilitate familiarization with the user interface. After all, when performing
a timeconstrained search that is not under an experimental condition, a participant is likely to turn to a
search engine they are already familiar with. The participants are given a sample topic to encourage
search behavior and familiarize themselves with the nature of the search task. The result of the training
task will not be incorporated in the final result.
Pretask questionnaire. Participants are presented with the real topic and the pretask question
naire with the variables as discussed in section 3.3.4. The answers will be used to verify the absence
of confounding effects and for exploratory and descriptive purposes.
Main task. The main task is performed using the BBTFind platform. The arguments are collected
using the mock search system according to the experimental condition the participant was assigned
to. To ensure that arguments are captured by participants in situ, participants are not allowed to add,
alter or remove arguments after the available time has expired. There will be an alert in the form of a
popup when there is one minute remaining. Once time is up, participants are taken automatically to
the posttask questionnaire.
Posttask questionnaire. Upon (automatic) submission of the main task, the participant is taken
to the posttask questionnaire. These contain the questionnaires for assessing the Affinity for Tech
nology Interaction [27] and the User Engagement [64]. Also, the participant will be asked about their
perception of time pressure.
Completion. Once the posttask questionnaire has been completed successfully, the participants
are thanked for their participation and taken back to Prolific to receive their reward.

Figure 3.3: Overview of the procedure participants of the study will be subjected to.

To test the experimental setup, a pilot run with 32 participants has been conducted. The results
have been used for minor clarifications in the task instructions, testing analysis scripts (see Section
4.2) and approximating the average completion time.
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Next to the time taken for the main task as restricted by the time constraint, participants are expected
to take approximately 6 minutes to complete the remaining parts of the procedure as derived from the
pilot run. This would result in the expected task completion times and corresponding rewards at a rate
of £7.50/h as outlined in Table 3.4.
Time constraint
2 minutes
5 minutes
8 minutes
None (rewarded for 10 minutes based on pilot run)

Expected task completion time
2 + 6 = 8 minutes
5 + 6 = 11 minutes
8 + 6 = 14 minutes
10 + 6 = 16 minutes

Table 3.4: Expected task completion times and corresponding rewards.

Reward
£1.00 ( $1.39)
£1.38 ( $1.92)
£1.75 ( $2.44)
£2.00 ( $2.78)

4
Data Preparation
Understanding the experimental setup, we are now ready to run the experiment. Before evaluation
of the retrieved submissions, data preparation will need to take place. After all, the collected data
will need to be manually inspected for quality control purposes, assessed by humans in terms of task
performance, or transformed from raw logs before they form the metrics suitable for analysis. This
chapter describes the steps taken before the results are put forward.

4.1. Data Cleaning
Despite all quality control measures, there is no guarantee that nothing will go wrong. Therefore, all
submissions are inspected manually as an additional quality control measure. Here, we describe the
number of submissions that were excluded and for what reason.
• Failed attention checks, 5 submissions excluded. Submissions were excluded when one attention
check was failed and there was at least one other reason to assume unreliability such as no or
limited search behavior. No participant failed both attention checks.
• No desktop used, 11 submissions excluded. Despite a requirement for participating being the use
of a desktop, 11 participants still used a mobile device to complete the study while participants
were clearly informed, on multiple occasions, that a desktop ought to be used.
• Invalid submission, 2 submissions excluded. These participants entered a wrong completion
code on Prolific (method used to verify completion of the study), submitted no arguments, and
used less than 4 minutes in total to finish their submission.
• Low effort responses, 8 submissions excluded. We individually outline the reasons for exclusion
due to a low effort response:
– No arguments submitted while using only 27 seconds for the main task.
– Submitting 2 arguments in 9 seconds and using the training topic instead of the main topic
in the main task.
– Using the training topic instead of the main topic in the main task (2 participants).
– Submitting the nonsensical arguments of “DNA”, “Cloning sheep”, and “Human dna” while
using only 44 seconds.
– Submitting arguments completely unrelated to the main topic (spike in Covid19 cases due
to football matches attracting too many fans)
– Stating that arguments could not be copied and pasted into the text boxes for arguments
while it was specified in the instructions that this was made impossible.
– Submitting “lack undesirable cara” as the only argument and using 42 seconds.
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• Technical issues, 11 submissions excluded. For 9 participants, no search behavior was logged.
For 1 participant, no search results were shown according to the user. For 1 participant, no search
behavior was logged and no search results were shown according to the participant. Since it is
unclear whether the technical issues arose due to the participant or a technical shortcoming in
the BBTFind platform, these participants were still rewarded despite their submissions not being
usable.

In total, 37 submissions had to be excluded. Due to the relatively large number of exclusions, the
number of submissions in 4 experimental conditions fell below the desired number of submissions per
experimental condition as calculated by the power analysis. Therefore, additional participants were re
cruited. In total, 523 participants completed the study. Note that this number of participants is greater
than mentioned in the preregistration. With 37 submissions being excluded this resulted in 486 valid
submissions.
Manual inspection of the data also revealed partially invalid submissions. To remedy this, the fol
lowing data editing was done where possible:
• Removed empty arguments from 213 participants. This occurred due to the arguments in the
interface being submitted with an empty text box. The submissions are still valid as the remaining
arguments are ordinary arguments.
• Removed 20 incomplete arguments. The arguments were removed only when it was the last
argument submitted by the participant and no rational meaning could be deduced. This was
likely the cause of time being over and participants’ arguments being submitted automatically.
Removed arguments are: “outcome not fully”, “could prevent g”, “he”, “hel”, “Can M”, “Is i”, “there
are three”, “Elimina”, “DNA cloning is the process of”, “Scientists use”, “We can m”, “Allows you
to create exactly”, “Cloning could prove hel”, “H”, “could prevent g”, “can cause a further di”,
“Human clone prevent organ”, “he”, “helps make cop”, “it can be considered u”, “It can lead to el”,
and “some clones”.
• Separated arguments from 11 participants who entered multiple arguments in one text box. Sev
eral participants entered all arguments in one text box or used one text box for all arguments in
favor and one text box for all arguments against the topic. These were separated only when it
was clear these meant to be separate arguments through the use of bulleted lists, enumerated
lists, commas, or newlines.
• Removed 1 duplicate argument.
Because only arguments have been removed that were evidently beneath contempt, no data has
been edited such that data validity is jeopardized; in fact, this data editing improves the quality of the
data. Once all the data has been cleaned, it is ready for preprocessing.

4.2. Data Preprocessing
This section discusses the processing required to go from the raw usersubmitted data to the desired
variables presented in Section 3.3. The required processing per category is as follows:
• Task performance metrics. The assessment of DQual, DIntrp, and TDepth using the rubrics
presented in Section 3.3.2 requires human involvement. Therefore, a random sample of 277
arguments (approximately 10% of all arguments) was assessed by 3 raters (all graduating Com
puter Science students) familiar with the topic for assessment. This resulted in a Fleiss’ 𝜅 of
0.748, 0.334, and 0.448 for TDepth, DQual, and DIntrp respectively. With a coding task of
such iterative, subjective nature, a relatively low interrater agreement is expected. In contrast, 3
judges in [84] introducing these metrics achieved a Fleiss’ 𝜅 of 0.64 and 0.58 for DQual and D
Intrp respectively using a different experimental setup while going “through three major iterations
of refining our measurements” until “‘substantial agreement’” was reached.
• The logged search interaction behavior of the participants stored in the backend requires pro
cessing to calculate the metrics per participant.
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– To calculate the query rate, the number of queries a user issued are counted and divided by
the time taken to complete the search task.
– To calculate the average query length, the words in the issued queries are counted and di
vided by the number of queries issued.
– To find the deepest rank of the clicked search results, all ranks of the clicked search results
need to be examined.
– To calculate the SERP dwell time per minute, the amount of time spent on the SERP is cal
culated using the viewport focus change events as logged by the logging framework. Once
the total time spent on the SERP is calculated, it is divided by the time taken to complete the
search task.
• As for the pretask and posttask questionnaires, the final values and values of the subscales
need to be calculated from the responses to the questions that are stored in the database.
• As for reliance on a single web page containing a list of readily available arguments, a bagof
words model of the textual content of every search result clicked and the arguments submitted
are created, subsequently calculating the cosine similarity therebetween. Then, the maximum
similarity between any clicked search result and the arguments is taken as the final similarity.
BeautifulSoup1 is used for extracting the text of the clicked search results and scikitlearn [9] is
used to create the bag of words model as well as calculating the cosine similarity.
• To visualize initial viewport sizes and resizing events, we made use of Matplotlib [34].
As for the data collected, JSON exports from the MongoDB database containing the submitted
arguments and answers to the pretask and posttask questionnaires and logs of the logging framework
containing the search behavior are used as inputs; preprocessed data are outputted as CSV files for
convenient importing in the next phase. The dataset, containing raw and processed data, as well as
the analysis scripts used to preprocess the data and the implementation of the BBTFind platform will
be published in a project repository hosted by the Open Science Foundation2 .

4.3. Hypothesis Testing
Once all the desired data is available, statistical evaluation can begin. The data will be analyzed using
SPSS 26. The hypotheses will be evaluated while applying HolmBonferroni correction [33], using a
target 𝛼value of 0.05. Analyses of Covariance (ANCOVAs) are used for hypothesis testing. When
significant results are present, post hoc analyses will be used to find significantly different means. The
earlier presented hypothesis will be evaluated as presented in Table 4.1.

1 https://www.crummy.com/software/BeautifulSoup/bs4/doc/
2 https://osf.io/3wx42/
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Table 4.1: Overview of the statistical tests and variables used to test the hypotheses.

5
Results
In this section, descriptive statistics and the results of the hypothesis tests are presented. Also, we
discuss exploratory findings.

5.1. Descriptive Statistics
To test the hypotheses posed in the introduction, we use the 486 valid submissions received from the
participants. The submissions were divided over the experimental conditions as presented in Table
5.1. Due to a mistake in typing, more participants than required have been recruited in the (grid
view, 5 minutes)condition. Other than that, the participants are wellbalanced over the experimental
conditions.

2 min
5 min
8 min
No time constraint
Total

listview
29
49
29
29
136

gridview
27
31
28
29
115

ilspview
30
29
28
30
117

saview
31
29
29
29
118

Total
117
138
114
117
486

Table 5.1: Number of valid submissions per experimental condition.

The gender distribution is somewhat skewed towards males (male: 59.9%, female: 39.3%, other:
0,8%). Regarding education, the highest levels of education completed most prevalent in the participant
sample are high school (37.7%), graduate degree (26.7%), and technical/community college (24.5%).
See Table 5.2 for all other education levels. 92.2% of the participants indicated using a search engine
to search the web at least once per day, thus our participants are practiced searchers. The mean age
of the participants was 25.65 years (SD = 9.05) with the youngest participants being 18 and the oldest
participant 72. See Figure 5.1 for the age distribution of the participants. Prior knowledge on the topic
varied but was moderately low (mean = 0.55, SD = 1.20, scale: [2, 2]) as desired. Prior interest in
the topic was sufficient (mean = 0.42, SD = 1.15, scale: [2, 2]). The scores for task definition revealed
that participants had an adequate understanding of the search task (mean = 1.61, SD = 0.65, scale:
[2, 2]). Based on the prior knowledge and prior interest, we argue that the search task adheres to the
desired characteristics of exploratory search tasks [44] well and that participants understood what was
asked of them.
Next, we analyze descriptive statistics per dependent variable.
29
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5. Results
Education
No formal qualifications
Secondary education
High school
Technical/community college
Undergraduate degree
Graduate degree
Doctorate degree
Don’t know

N
2
18
183
27
119
130
6
1

%
0.4%
3.7%
37.7%
5.6%
24.5%
26.7%
1.2%
0.2%

Table 5.2: Highest completed education levels of all participants.

Figure 5.1: Age distribution of the participants.

5.1.1. Task Performance
The participants of our user study submitted 2,763 arguments in total. On average, a participant sub
mitted 5.69 arguments (FArgument). Five participants submitted 0 arguments (search behavior and
questionnaires showed that these participants did take the task seriously) and the greatest number
of arguments submitted was 32 arguments by a participant in the no time constraint condition. The
submitted arguments were of varying quality. From short and to the point arguments such as
“Help with infertility problems.”
and
“cure for diseases”
to long and detailed arguments such as
“Con: Genetically cloned animals are very likely to either die very soon, even before reaching
adulthood or to be born with deficiencies caused by the lack of technology to support DNA cloning,
which is still imperfect. Actually, çess (sic) than 10% of the animals born from DNA cloning reach
adulthood.”
and
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“Might help in organ replacement and cure diseases (in this case the clone is not a whole person;
there are tecnologies (sic) in which the embryo only grows a specific type of cell. As far as I known
(sic) this is a growing field and not perfect at all.”
The mean argument length is 10.24 words (SD = 9.07) words or 62.36 characters (SD = 54.06).
Decomposing the length of arguments over the four time constraints shows that the available time is
an important factor in argument length: mean argument length in words of the 2 minutes, 5 minutes, 8
minutes, and no time constraint condition are 6.13 (SD = 5.15), 9.06 (SD = 6.75), 10.35 (SD = 9.09),
and 13.20 words (SD = 11.29) respectively.

Argument
It can save animals from possibly extinction, or even species who
were already extinct.
The negative of DNA cloning is that is can lead to inbreeding.
This is because the same genotypes are reproducing.
One of the best advantages of DNA cloning is, it helps infertile
couples to reproduce
Cons: DNA cloning present a lot of ethical and religious dilemmas
Reproductive cloning is controversial and may cause a lot of prob
lems, since it creates two identical organism.

DQual
2

DIntrp
0

TDepth
1

3

1

4

1

0

1

2
2

0
2

3
3

Table 5.3: Example assessments of DQual, DIntrp, and TDepth.

The mean quality of the arguments (DQual) is 1.56 (SD = 0.75; scale: [0, 3]) and the mean score
for interpretation of data into arguments (DIntrp) is 0.20 (SD = 0.47; scale [0, 2]). As for the level of
topic focus (TDepth), the bestcovered subtopic was benefits of cloning (45.9%) followed by ethical
considerations (23.0%), safety considerations (11.3%), and drawbacks of cloning (8.1%). 322 argu
ments (11.6%) were not assigned to any subtopic due to being irrelevant to the topic (e.g. arguments
such as “DNA cloning is a molecular biology technique that copies a piece of DNA.” that contain expla
nations of the topic). The mean level of topic focus of the participants is 1.07 (SD = 0.67; scale: [0, 3]).
Examples of how arguments were assessed in terms of DQual, DIntrp, and TDepth can be found in
Table 5.3. The mean values of the task performance metrics per experimental condition can be found
in Table 5.4.

2 minutes

5 minutes

8 minutes

no time constraint

DQual
DIntrp
TDepth
FArgument
DQual
DIntrp
TDepth
FArgument
DQual
DIntrp
TDepth
FArgument
DQual
DIntrp
TDepth
FArgument

listview
1.16 (±0.68)
0.05 (±0.28)
0.66 (±0.45)
3.72 (±2.03)
1.56 (±0.56)
0.15 (±0.21)
1.16 (±0.53)
6.20 (±3.14)
1.42 (±0.62)
0.39 (±0.47)
1.19 (±0.80)
7.34 (±4.87)
1.63 (±0.65)
0.36 (±0.48)
1.28 (±0.75)
7.10 (±6.06)

gridview
1.36 (±0.75)
0.06 (±0.17)
0.67 (±0.55)
3.30 (±1.94)
1.41 (±0.51)
0.24 (±0.42)
1.07 (±0.61)
5.65 (±3.51)
1.46 (±0.56)
0.26 (±0.33)
1.45 (±0.76)
7.96 (±4.39)
1.64 (±0.49)
0.27 (±0.37)
1.39 (±0.72)
4.74 (±7.52)

ilspview
1.66 (±0.77)
0.18 (±0.36)
0.61 (±0.44)
2.80 (±1.73)
1.50 (±0.68)
0.17 (±0.23)
1.03 (±0.51)
5.24 (±2.39)
1.58 (±0.63)
0.27 (±0.33)
1.21 (±0.74)
6.50 (±3.36)
1.56 (±0.60)
0.46 (±0.57)
1.05 (±0.53)
5.53 (±2.46)

saview
1.25 (±0.83)
0.01 (±0.04)
0.71 (±0.54)
3.26 (±1.93)
1.83 (±0.58)
0.38 (±0.49)
0.95 (±0.54)
4.48 (±3.07)
1.61 (±0.57)
0.26 (±0.34)
1.28 (±0.73)
6.59 (±3.29)
1.64 (±0.52)
0.23 (±0.44)
1.36 (±0.65)
7.52 (±3.72)

Table 5.4: Mean values of DQual, DIntrp, TDepth, and FArgument per experimental condition.
± indicates standard deviation.
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5.1.2. Search Behavior
To find the arguments, participants issued a mean number of 1.98 queries (SD = 1.81). The most issued
query is “DNA cloning”. Other examples of issued queries include “dna cloning pros and cons”, “DNA
cloning advantages”, and “dna cloning side effects”. All participants entered at least 1 query. Outliers
were 1 participant entering 20 queries and 1 participant entering 24 queries. Figure 5.2 depicts a his
togram showing the distribution of the number of issued queries per participant in total. Taking into
account the time that participants used, this resulted in a mean query rate of 0.47 queries issued per
minute (SD = 0.41). Regarding query length, the issued queries had a mean length of 3.25 words (SD
= 1.21) or 18.51 characters (SD = 6.82). On average, participants visited 2.78 SERPs (SD = 2.67).
Regarding the SERPs visited, 27.6% of participants visited a second SERP in their search session.
The mean values of the search behavior metrics per experimental condition can be found in Table 5.5.

Figure 5.2: Distribution of the number of issued queries per participant.

Due to a technical fault, no clicks and SERP dwell time has been registered for 78 participants
(16.05%). To prevent making judgments based on unreliable data, the descriptive statistics presented
in the remainder of this subsection only take into account participants for whom SERP dwell time or
clicks on search results have been correctly logged with certainty.

To find the results, participants clicked 2.56 links on average (SD = 2.31). Taking into account the
issued queries, this comes down to 1.32 clicks per query on average. The average rank of clicked
search results was 3.53 (SD = 6.71). Some participants went to great lengths to find relevant search
results clicking results in rank 76, 115, and 175; the average deepest result clicked per participant
however was 4.20 (SD = 7.13). Figure 5.3 shows the distribution of the ranks of the clicked search
results per SERP interface. Only the clicks on the first nine search results are considered in this Figure
since every SERP shows nine search results and searchers mostly only inspect the first SERP [16,
36]. Due to the ambiguous ways of interpreting the ranks of the search results in the gridview,
statistics regarding the deepest click in the gridview should be interpreted with caution (in the case
of BBTFind, the search results were laid out from left to right, then from the top down). Therefore, it
is not depicted in Figure 5.3. The click distribution follows an expected distribution reproducing the
wellknown position bias [36]. Per minute, participants spent on average 40.95 seconds on the SERP
(SD = 10.51).
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Figure 5.3: Distribution of the ranks of the clicked search results. Only the clicks on the first nine search results are included.

2 minutes
5 minutes
8 minutes
no time
constraint

Query rate
Query length
Query rate
Query length
Query rate
Query length
Query rate
Query length

listview
0.78 (±0.56)
3.46 (±1.31)
0.42 (±0.27)
3.57 (±1.16)
0.29 (±0.20)
3.03 (±1.04)
0.30 (±0.28)
3.24 (±1.09)

gridview
0.82 (±0.52)
3.22 (±1.03)
0.38 (±0.19)
3.47 (±1.25)
0.23 (±0.11)
2.96 (±1.10)
0.28 (±0.24)
3.14 (±1.26)

ilspview
0.95 (±0.50)
3.03 (±0.96)
0.49 (±0.24)
3.13 (±1.24)
0.58 (±0.58)
3.44 (±1.58)
0.36 (±0.33)
3.12 (±1.06)

saview
0.67 (±0.29)
3.35 (±1.78)
0.42 (±0.32)
3.00 (±1.03)
0.38 (±0.45)
3.28 (±1.13)
0.24 (±0.14)
3.27 (±1.09)

Table 5.5: Mean values for query rate and query length in words per experimental condition. ± indicates standard deviation.

5.1.3. User Experience
The UESSF [64] questionnaire was used to capture user experience towards the experimental SERP
interfaces. Note that all user experience statistics were gathered on a [1, 5]scale. The mean user ex
perience of all experimental conditions was 3.53 (SD = 0.54). When split out over the SERP interfaces,
the traditional listview had the best experience with a user experience of 3.61 (SD = 0.51) followed
by the gridview with a user experience of 3.54 (SD = 0.55), the saview with a user experience
of 3.49 (SD = 0.53), and the ilspview with a user experience of 3.47 (SD = 0.58). Overall, it seems
users were moderately satisfied with the experimental SERP interfaces.
The subscales rated the highest are perceived usability (mean = 3.94, SD = 0.74), followed by reward
(mean = 3.71, SD = 0.70), focused attention (mean = 3.25, SD = 0.75), and aesthetic appeal (mean =
3.24, SD = 0.87). The user experience per experimental condition can be found in Table 5.6.

2 minutes
5 minutes
8 minutes
No time constraint
Total

listview
3.66 (±0.32)
3.60 (±0.45)
3.73 (±0.51)
3.44 (±0.71)
3.61 (±0.51)

gridview
3.49 (±0.63)
3.51 (±0.59)
3.60 (±0.47)
3.58 (±0.52)
3.54 (±0.55)

ilspview
3.47 (±0.69)
3.55 (±0.46)
3.32 (±0.45)
3.54 (±0.67)
3.49 (±0.53)

saview
3.40 (±0.56)
3.53 (±0.53)
3.66 (±0.49)
3.39 (±0.52)
3.47 (±0.58)

Table 5.6: Mean values for user experience per experimental condition. ± indicates standard deviation. All values are on a [1,
5]scale.
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5.2. Hypothesis Tests
In Table 5.7 we report the outcomes of our hypothesis tests. Due to the aforementioned technical
fault, we do not evaluate H2c, H2d, H3g, and H3h regarding click behavior and SERP dwell time here;
instead, these hypotheses are considered as exploratory findings in Section 5.3.1. Additionally, we also
report the HolmBonferroni corrected 𝛼value corresponding to the hypothesis (using a target 𝛼value
of 0.05) and whether the null hypothesis is rejected. Due to considering 4 hypotheses as exploratory,
we correct for 17 hypotheses.
Regarding Research Question 1, a oneway ANCOVA investigating the effect of the time constraints
on the level of topic focus (TDepth) revealed a significant effect (𝐹(3, 476) = 9.853, 𝑝 < 0.001, partial
𝜂2 = 0.058; H1a). Post hoc analysis revealed statistically significant differences at the 𝑝 < 0.001 level
between the 2 minutes time constraint (mean = 0.766) and 8 minutes time constraint (mean = 1.260). A
oneway ANCOVA was run to determine the effect of time constraints on quality of arguments (DQual),
finding no significant effect (𝐹(3, 476) = 2.159, 𝑝 = 0.092, partial 𝜂2 = 0.013; H1b). The effect of time
constraints on interpretation of data into arguments (DIntrp) was found to be statistically significant
(𝐹(3, 476) = 10.46, 𝑝 < 0.001, partial 𝜂2 = 0.062; H1c) using a oneway ANCOVA with significantly
different groups at the 𝑝 < 0.001 level being the 2 minute time constraint (mean = 0.037) in relation to
the 8 minute time constraint (mean = 0.301) and the no time constraint condition (mean = 0.374). Also,
a statistically significant relationship between time constraints and number of arguments (FArgument)
was found (𝐹(3, 476) = 11.82, 𝑝 < 0.001, partial 𝜂2 = 0.069; H1d) with the 2 minute time constraint
(mean = 3.924) being statistically significantly different to the 8 minute time constraint (mean = 6.974)
and no time constraint condition (mean = 6.337) at the 𝑝 < 0.001 level.
As for Research Question 2, a oneway ANCOVA revealed a statistically signifcant effect of time
constraints on query rate (𝐹(3, 477) = 34.62, 𝑝 < 0.001, partial 𝜂2 = 0.179; H2a). Significant differ
ences at the 𝑝 < 0.001 level existed between the 2 minute time constraint (mean = 0.829) in relation
to the 5 minute time constraint (mean = 0.437), 8 minute time constraint (mean = 0.360), and no time
constraint (mean = 0.267) condition. No statistically significant effects of time constraints on average
length of queries was found (𝐹(3, 477) = 0.71, 𝑝 = 0.545, partial 𝜂2 = 0.004; H2b).
Concerning Research Question 3, using twoway ANCOVAs no statistically significant interaction
effect between time constraint and user interface on level of topic focus (TDepth; 𝐹(9, 466) = 0.648,
𝑝 = 0.756, partial 𝜂2 = 0.012; H3a), quality of arguments (DQual; 𝐹(9, 466) = 1.608, 𝑝 = 0.110, partial
𝜂2 = 0.030; H3b), interpretation of data into arguments (DIntrp; 𝐹(9, 466) = 1.653, 𝑝 = 0.098, partial
𝜂2 = 0.031; H3c), number of arguments (FArgument; 𝐹(9, 466) = 0.627, 𝑝 = 0.775, partial 𝜂2 = 0.012;
H3d), query rate (𝐹(9, 466) = 1.268, 𝑝 = 0.252, partial 𝜂2 = 0.024; H3e), and average length of queries
(𝐹(9, 466) = 0.942, 𝑝 = 0.488, partial 𝜂2 = 0.018; H3f) was found.
With respect to Research Question 4, a oneway ANCOVA revealed no significant effect of SERP
interface on user experience (𝐹(3, 477) = 1.925, 𝑝 = 0.125, partial 𝜂2 = 0.012; H4).
In relation to Research Question 5, the covariate in the oneway ANCOVAs, affinity for technol
ogy interaction, was statistically insignificant to the level of topic focus (TDepth; 𝐹(1, 480) = 0.359,
𝑝 = 0.549, partial 𝜂2 = 0.001; H5a), quality of arguments (DQual; 𝐹(1, 480) = 0.682, 𝑝 = 0.409,
partial 𝜂2 = 0.001; H5b), interpretation of data into arguments (DIntrp; 𝐹(1, 480) = 2.185, 𝑝 = 0.140,
partial 𝜂2 = 0.005; H5c), and number of arguments (FArgument; 𝐹(3, 480) = 0.095, 𝑝 = 0.758, partial
𝜂2 = 0.000; H5d).
Thus, the null hypotheses regarding hypotheses H1a, H1c, H1d, and H2a are rejected.
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𝐹

𝑝

partial 𝜂2

𝛼

Rejected?

H1a

Stricter time constraints reduce the level of
topic focus (TDepth)

9.85

< 0.001

0.058

0.00294

Yes

H1b

Stricter time constraints reduce the quality of
arguments (DQual)

2.16

0.092

0.013

0.00385

No

H1c

Stricter time constraints reduce interpreta
tion of data into arguments (DIntrp)

10.46

< 0.001

0.062

0.00313

Yes

H1d

Stricter time constraints reduce the number
of arguments extracted (FArgument)

11.82

< 0.001

0.069

0.00333

Yes

H2a

Stricter time constraints increase the query
rate (number of queries issued per minute)

34.62

< 0.001

0.179

0.00357

Yes

H2b

Stricter time constraints decrease the average
length of queries

0.71

0.545

0.004

0.00100

No

H2c

Stricter time constraints increase the depth to
which individuals will click on results in the
ranked list

Considered in exploratory findings

H2d

Stricter time constraints increase the time spent
on the SERP on average, at the cost of time
spent reading web pages

Considered in exploratory findings

H3a

SERP interface moderates level of topic focus
(TDepth)

0.65

0.756

0.012

0.01667

No

H3b

SERP interface moderates quality of argu
ments (DQual)

1.61

0.110

0.030

0.00455

No

H3c

SERP interface moderates interpretation of
data into arguments (DIntrp)

1.65

0.098

0.031

0.00417

No

H3d

SERP interface moderates number of argu
ments extracted (FArgument)

0.63

0.775

0.012

0.05000

No

H3e

SERP interface moderates query rate.

1.27

0.252

0.024

0.00625

No

H3f

SERP interface moderates average length of
queries.

0.94

0.488

0.018

0.00833

No

H3g

SERP interface moderates deepest rank of the
clicked search results.

Considered in exploratory findings

H3h

SERP interface moderates the time spent on
the SERP on average, at the cost of time spent
reading web pages

Considered in exploratory findings

H4

Different elements and their presentation on
the SERP interface affects user experience.

1.93

0.125

0.012

0.00500

No

H5a

Affinity for Technology Interaction moderates
the relationship between time constraints and
level of topic focus (TDepth)

0.359

0.549

0.001

0.00125

No

H5b

Affinity for Technology Interaction moderates
the relationship between time constraints and
quality of arguments (DQual)

0.682

0.409

0.001

0.00714

No

H5c

Affinity for Technology Interaction moderates
the relationship between time constraints and
interpretation of data into arguments (DIntrp)

2.185

0.140

0.005

0.00556

No

H5d

Affinity for Technology Interaction moder
ates the relationship between time constraints
and the number of arguments extracted (F
Argument)

0.095

0.758

0.000

0.02500

No

No.

Hypothesis

Table 5.7: Outcomes of the conducted ANCOVAs together with the corresponding HolmBonferroni corrected 𝛼value and an
evaluation of whether null hypothesis is rejected. Statistically significant hypotheses are bolded. For hypotheses H5aH5d the
values corresponding to the covariate (ATI) are reported.
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5.3. Exploratory Findings
This section aims to dive deeper into the results and present exploratory findings that may have been
of influence in the web search process other than the variables already discussed. The hypotheses in
this section were not preregistered. Therefore, the statistical tests in this section are run with a target
𝛼value of 0.05. Bonferroni correction is applied when testing multiple hypotheses.

5.3.1. Click Behavior and Dwell Time
Due to the aforementioned technical fault occurring in the logging of click behavior and dwell time, we
consider these metrics as an exploratory variable. Again, in this subsection, we use only the data of
participants for whom dwell time and click behavior has been properly logged. Table 5.8 shows the
mean depth to which individuals clicked on results in the ranked list, SERP dwell time per minute, and
the number of valid measurements for these measures per experimental condition.

2 min

5 min

8 min
no time
constraint

Deepest click
SERP dwell time
# measurements
Deepest click
SERP dwell time
# measurements
Deepest click
SERP dwell time
# measurements
Deepest click
SERP dwell time
# measurements

listview
2.35 (±2.23)
41.24 (±11.92)
23
4.35 (±3.29)
39.80 (±8.14)
48
4.92 (±8.54)
42.47 (±9.63)
26
7.96 (±11.26)
38.06 (±9.69)
27

gridview
4.19 (±4.09)
42.95 (±9.63)
21
8.60 (±10.90)
43.55 (±9.39)
25
8.85 (±11.47)
40.33 (±9.42)
27
17.76 (±36.94)
40.71 (±11.67)
29

ilspview
2.43 (±1.99)
47.06 (±6.88)
7
4.75 (±6.32)
48.68 (±10.10)
20
5.00 (±6.99)
48.86 (±10.70)
17
7.09 (±12.04)
48.95 (±10.90)
23

saview
3.00 (±2.00)
37.32 (±9.69)
30
9.79 (±15.63)
36.90 (±10.06)
29
5.25 (±6.25)
37.47 (±9.72)
28
8.18 (±7.35)
34.22 (±8.52)
28

Table 5.8: Mean values for the rank of the deepest click, SERP dwell time per minute, and the number of valid measurements
per experimental condition. ± indicates standard deviation.

Regarding the SERP interface, what stands out in Table 5.8 in terms of SERP dwell time is the
difference between saview and the other experimental interfaces; dwell time in the saview is rel
atively low. A KruskalWallis H test confirmed that median SERP dwell time was statistically different
between SERP interfaces (𝐻(3) = 56.779, 𝑝 < 0.001). With statistical significance being accepted at
the 𝑝 < 0.0083 level (Bonferroni corrected due to testing 6 hypotheses), statistically significant different
medians existed between the saview in relation to the gridview and ilspview as well as be
tween the ilspview in relation to the listview and the gridview. Hence, the SERP dwell time
is affected by the SERP interface used. A partial explanation for this phenomenon may be the absence
of a snippet in the saview, causing people to spend more time on the search results as minimal infor
mation can be extracted from the SERP. A KruskalWallis H test ran to determine whether differences
in the deepest clicked ranks in the experimental SERP interfaces were significant (𝐻(3) = 14.097,
𝑝 = 0.003), but revealed no statistically significant pairwise comparisons.
As for the time constraints, a KruskalWallis H test was run to determine whether a difference in me
dian depth to which an individual will click on results in the ranked list existed and turned out statistically
significant (𝐻(3) = 20.090, 𝑝 < 0.001). Accepting significance at the 𝑝 < 0.0083 level due to testing
multiple hypotheses, post hoc tests revealed statistically significantly different click depths between the
2 minute time constraint and 5 minute time constraint as well as the 2 minute time constraint and no
time constraint condition. Hence, click depth is reduced by stricter time constraints. A KruskalWallis
H test examining the median differences in SERP dwell time in the time constraint conditions did not
result in significance (𝐻(3) = 1.278, 𝑝 = 0.734).
Thus, as time constraints are tightened, participants’ click depth is reduced. The 2 significant tests
regarding SERP dwell time should be interpreted with carefulness as time constraints could not be
corrected for while likely playing a role in the analysis.
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5.3.2. Early Stoppers
While there was a time constraint present, participants were also given the option to stop their search
session early if they felt like they had collected enough information. This subsection aims to analyze
early stopping behavior using the time participants had left over. Dividing the time participants had left
over in four quartiles, we define a participant to be an early stopper if the time left over after completing
the submission is in the quartile with the participants having the most time left over. Conversely, we
call participants who are not early stoppers nonearly stoppers. Using this definition, that means a
participant is an early stopper when he has more than 27.93 seconds left over. We present the number
of participants who stopped early per time constraint in Table 5.9. The no time constraint condition is
excluded: due to the absence of a time constraint participants could not have time left over.

Time Constraint
Early stopper
2 minutes
Nonearly stopper
Early stopper
5 minutes
Nonearly stopper
Early stopper
8 minutes
Nonearly stopper
Early stopper
Total
Nonearly stopper

N
3
114
38
100
51
63
92
277

% of time constraint
2.56%
97.44%
27.54%
72.46%
44.74%
55.26%
24.93%
75.07%

Table 5.9: Number and percentages of participants stopping early per time constraint.

What can be clearly seen in Table 5.9 is the general pattern of participants stopping early less often
in stricter time constraints. Overall, the experimental setup managed to induce time pressure well.
Given this notion, we set our sight on task performance, aiming to find out whether it is influenced by
early stopping behavior. Table 5.10 presents the mean task performance metrics separated across
early and nonearly stoppers.

Early stopper?
Early stopper
Nonearly stopper

DQual
1.58 (±0.61)
1.48 (±0.66)

DIntrp
0.28 (±0.42)
0.17 (±0.31)

TDepth
1.00 (±0.62)
1.02 (±0.66)

FArgument
5.24 (±3.07)
5.38 (±3.57)

Table 5.10: Mean task performance for early and nonearly stoppers. ± indicates standard deviation.

A MannWhitney U test revealed no differences in TDepth (𝑈 = 12, 436, 𝑧 = −0.140, 𝑝 = 0.888),
DQual (𝑈 = 13, 766.5, 𝑧 = 1.397, 𝑝 = 0.162), and FArgument (𝑈 = 12, 642, 𝑧 = 0.097, 𝑝 = 0.923)
between early and nonearly stoppers, but did reveal a statistically significant difference with regard to
DIntrp (𝑈 = 14, 589, 𝑧 = 2.627, 𝑝 = 0.009). Thus, except for DIntrp, the early stopping possibility for
participants did not notably influence task performance.

5.3.3. Perception of Time Pressure
To dive deeper into the perception of time pressure the participants had, we asked them to specify to
what extent they felt they had enough time to complete the task. Low values indicated way too little
time, high values indicated way too much time. Next to the average time pressure experienced by
participants in every time constraint as presented in Table 5.11, we also distinguish between early and
nonearly stoppers. As in the previous section, we do not distinguish between early and nonearly
stoppers for the no time constraint condition.
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Time Constraint
2 minutes

5 minutes

8 minutes
no time constraint

Early stopper
Nonearly stopper
Total
Early stopper
Nonearly stopper
Total
Early stopper
Nonearly stopper
Total
Total

Mean Perception
of Time Pressure
0.67 (±2.08)
1.96 (±1.23)
1.92 (±1.26)
1.21 (±1.47)
0.95 (±1.35)
0.36 (±1.69)
1.14 (±1.31)
0.29 (±1.31)
0.35 (±1.49)
1.83 (±1.39)

Table 5.11: Mean perception of time pressure in the time constraint condition. ± indicates standard deviation.

What can be clearly seen is that, as time constraints tighten, more time pressure is experienced.
A oneway ANCOVA with time constraint as independent variable, time pressure as dependent vari
able, and SERP interface as covariate confirmed these differences in terms of statistical significance
(𝐹(3, 481) = 130.984, 𝑝 < 0.001, partial 𝜂2 = 0.450). Accepting significance at the 𝑝 < 0.0083 level
due to testing multiple hypotheses, the post hoc analysis revealed that all time constraints differed
significantly from each other. Thus, participants’ perception of time pressure is explained to a great
extent by the time constraint they are in. Also, in the line of expectation, it stands out that early stop
pers constantly experienced less time pressure as compared to nonearly stoppers. On top of that, in
the opportunity for participants to leave any remarks regarding issues occurring during the experiment,
various participants left a comment stating that they found two minutes to be too short to make a mean
ingful submission (e.g. “2 minutes was a short time to do a fast research and add some arguements
(sic).” and “I did not have enough time.”).
Furthermore, we were wondering whether any of the experimental SERP interfaces influenced time
perception. A oneway ANCOVA with time constraint as independent variable, time pressure as depen
dent variable, and time constraint as a covariate revealed no significant difference (𝐹(3, 479) = 0.456,
𝑝 = 0.713, partial 𝜂2 = 0.003). Thus, our experimental SERP interfaces were not able to reduce nor
impose a perception of time pressure.

5.3.4. Reliance on Single Web Pages
In their search tasks, participants may visit search results that contain readily available arguments in
favor or against the topic and use those in their submitted arguments. In this subsection, we investigate
whether reliance on single web pages correlates with task performance. After all, relying on a single
web page is a little burdensome option; yet, we wonder to what extent such behavior took place and
influenced our task. The mean reliance on single web pages per time constraint is presented in Table
5.12.
Time Constraint
2 minutes
5 minutes
8 minutes
no time constraint

Reliance on a Single Web Page
0.17 (±0.18)
0.33 (±0.21)
0.34 (±0.24)
0.42 (±0.24)

Table 5.12: Mean reliance on lists per time constraint condition in terms of cosine similarity. ± indicates standard deviation.

Clearly, reliance on lists rose as participants were given more time. Intuitively, one would expect
the opposite: being highly timepressured provokes an increased reliance on lists containing readily
available arguments. We could not come up with any reasonable justifications for this relationship at
first glance and, hence, contemplated further analysis. In the search for an explanation, interest in the
relationship between reliance on single web pages containing readily available arguments and time
pressure was sparked.
The previous section has established that with stricter time constraints comes a greater perception
of time pressure. This finding was complemented by a discovery in related work that time constraints
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may affect users’ search confidence and performance [48]. Thus, we looked at the relation between
reliance on a single web page and perception of time pressure, with Spearman’s correlation coefficient
revealing, interestingly, a weak but positive relation therebetween (𝑟𝑠 (484) = 0.30, 𝑝 < 0.001). This
suggests that the degree of time pressure experienced by participants may play a minor role in the
relationship between time constraints and reliance on a single web page.

5.3.5. Viewport and Viewport Resizing
As an exploratory measure, we captured the size of the viewport and viewport resizing events. The
initial viewport sizes of all participants are portrayed in Figure 5.4.

Figure 5.4: Initial viewport sizes of all participants. Every dot represents one initial viewport resolution

The initial viewport sizes reveal that a large share of the participants made use of a monitor wide
enough to be able to view the experimental SERP interface optimally. Manual inspection showed that,
even using the smallest viewport size logged, no scaling issues appeared; participants have likely
scrolled more.
Next to initial viewport sizes, we also consider the viewport resizing events of participants. All viewport
resizing events are shown in Figure 5.5.
In total, 38 participants (7.82%) performed at least one resizing event. There appears to be a trend
towards scaling the viewport’s width. We conjecture this behavior is caused by participants dividing
their screen, opening the actual search result next to the experimental SERP interface. Again, even at
the smallest resized viewports, no scaling issues arose upon manual inspection.
While there is various prior work looking into the effects of various SERP elements on user experi
ence [4, 21, 26] and search behavior [69, 85], limited works consider the effect of the viewport size on
task performance. Therefore, we look at the correlation between the area of the initial viewport (that
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is, initial width multiplied by the initial height) and the task performance metrics. Spearman’s correla
tion coefficient did not reach significance for a relationship between initial viewport area and TDepth
(𝑟𝑠 (484) = 0.039, 𝑝 = 0.396), DQual (𝑟𝑠 (484) = −0.001, 𝑝 = 0.980), DIntrp (𝑟𝑠 (484) = −0.440,
𝑝 = 0.333), and FArgument (𝑟𝑠 (484) = 0.069, 𝑝 = 0.128). Clearly, the area of the initial viewport is not
related to task performance.

Figure 5.5: Viewport resize traces. Each arrow represents one resizing events, each colored sequence of arrows represent the
resizing events by one participant.

5.3.6. Role of Topical Interest
Intuitively, it can be argued that one who has a great topical interest in a particular topic will go to
greater lengths in terms of a task related to that topic. Previous work has incorporated topical interests
in user modeling of web search behavior to improve the performance of the created models [59, 60].
In this subsection, we review the role of topical interest by looking at the correlation between topical
interest and task performance. Accepting significance at the 𝑝 < 0.0125 level due to testing 4 hypothe
ses, using Spearman’s correlation coefficient no significant association between topical interest and
TDepth (𝑟𝑠 (484) = −0.031, 𝑝 = 0.494) and FArgument (𝑟𝑠 (484) = −0.028, 𝑝 = 0.539) was found, but
statistically significantly very weak associations were found for DQual (𝑟𝑠 (484) = 0.114, 𝑝 = 0.012)
and DIntrp (𝑟𝑠 (486) = 0.127, 𝑝 = 0.005). The weakness of the significant relationships suggests that
the role of topical interest in task performance was minimal in our experimental setup.
Therefore, we wonder, despite the minimal overall role of task performance, whether people with a
greater topical interest have at least put in more effort in their search task. As a measure of effort, we
employ the time used to complete the search task and query rate. Regarding query rate, Spearman’s
correlation coefficient found topical interest to be very weakly associated with query rate (𝑟𝑠 (454) =
−0.100, 𝑝 = 0.028). As for time used to complete the search task, a MannWhitney U test to determine
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whether median topical interest in early and nonearly stoppers was different failed to reach statistical
significance (𝑈 = 14, 281.5, 𝑧 = 1.814, 𝑝 = 0.070). In summary, the exploratory findings do not prove
the presence or absence of an indisputable association of topical interest in relation to task performance
or effort.

5.3.7. Role of Prior Knowledge
We have already seen that the mean prior knowledge in this task is varying but moderately low. While
prior knowledge was included only as a covariate in our hypothesis tests, this subsection focuses on
the role of prior knowledge itself during the search task.
Firstly, we delve into how prior knowledge shapes task performance. This question is relevant since
related work has shown that prior knowledge of participants has impacted learning gains [28, 73]. Ac
cordingly, we inspect how prior knowledge correlates with task performance using Spearman’s cor
relation coefficient. Accepting significance at the 𝑝 < 0.0125 level due to testing 4 hypotheses, this
resulted in no evidence for a relationship between prior knowledge and TDepth (𝑟𝑠 (484) = 0.023,
𝑝 = 0.613), DQual (𝑟𝑠 (484) = 0.090, 𝑝 = 0.048), DIntrp (𝑟𝑠 (484) = 0.096, 𝑝 = 0.035), and F
Argument (𝑟𝑠 (484) = 0.011, 𝑝 = 0.815). Hence, unlike related work, these results could not prove prior
knowledge to correlate with any of the task performance metrics.
Secondly, we consider the consequences of prior knowledge on user experience. Instinctively, hav
ing a lot of prior knowledge would reduce the burden of finding the required knowledge for completing
the search task. To validate this idea, we use Spearman’s correlation coefficient to test the relationship
between prior knowledge and user experience, revealing a very weak positive but significant effect
(𝑟𝑠 (484) = 0.11, 𝑝 = 0.01). Hence, prior knowledge is to some extent associated with user experience.

5.3.8. Role of Education
Until now, education has only been used as a descriptive variable in previous analyses. This subsec
tion therefore seeks to make concrete the role of education in this work. Due to the limited number of
participants in other educational levels, we only consider participants with high school, undergraduate
degree, and graduate degree as the highest completed educational level in the analyses in this sub
section.
We begin with the relation between education and task performance. Previous work has suggested
educational background affects verification attitudes [87], further triggering interest in this relationship.
We analyze the relationship between education and task performance using KruskalWallis H tests.
This analysis revealed no statistically significantly differences in terms of TDepth (𝐻(2) = 1.337,
𝑝 = 0.513), DQual (𝐻(2) = 5.001, 𝑝 = 0.082), DIntrp (𝐻(2) = 3.390, 𝑝 = 0.184), and FArgument
(𝐻(2) = 0.059, 𝑝 = 0.971) for all considered educational levels. Interestingly, despite the intuitive ex
pectation that the varying educational levels would explain variance in terms of task performance, this
was not the case in this work.
Furthermore, we were interested in the relation between education and ATI. While a correlation
between educational level and affinity for technology interaction may seem obvious; we found no evi
dence for a statistically significant correlation between education and ATI using Spearman’s correlation
coefficient (𝑟𝑠 (430) = −0.07, 𝑝 = 0.13) in line with [27].

5.3.9. Queries
Since query behavior has been considered as a variable in an abundant number of works regarding
web search (e.g. [68, 88]), this subsection aims to further explore how query behavior played a role in
our work.
Beginning with a broad perspective, we examine closer the relation between average query length
and task performance. Accepting significance at the 𝑝 < 0.0125 level due to testing 4 hypothe
ses, evidence was found in favor of a relationship between average query length and all task per
formance metrics, TDepth (𝑟𝑠 (484) = 0.363, 𝑝 < 0.001), DQual (𝑟𝑠 (484) = 0.152, 𝑝 = 0.001), DIntrp
(𝑟𝑠 (484) = −0.114, 𝑝 = 0.012), and FArgument (𝑟𝑠 (484) = 0.206, 𝑝 < 0.001) using Spearman’s cor
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relation coefficient. As participants progress through a search task, they will gain knowledge [28, 73].
Considering only participants entering at least two queries, this seems to be reflected in terms of the
mean length in words of the first and last query, 2.62 (SD = 1.13) and 3.52 (SD = 1.02) words respec
tively. As a result of this finding, we wonder whether perhaps the length of the first and last query
correlates with task performance and use Spearman’s correlation coefficient to test this notion. The
results are shown in Table 5.13.
Query
DQual
DIntrp
First query
TDepth
FArgument
DQual
DIntrp
Last query
TDepth
FArgument

𝑟𝑠 (237)
0.110
0.008
0.122
0.079
0.051
−0.077
0.070
0.020

𝑝
0.090
0.899
0.060
0.222
0.429
0.234
0.283
0.758

Table 5.13: Spearman’s correlation coefficients between the length of the first and last query and task performance. Only
participants entering at least two queries were included in the analyses.

No statistically significant relationships have been found between the length of the first and last
query in relation to any of the task performance metrics. Thus, while the average query length is cor
related with task performance, this could not be related to a learning effect during the task as existed
in other related works.
Also, query behavior is known to correlate with various aspects of user experience (e.g. mood [86]
and user engagement [93]). For that reason, we are curious whether such a relationship also exists in
our sample. However, we found no evidence for a relationship between average query length and user
experience using Spearman’s correlation coefficient (𝑟𝑠 (237) = −0.10, 𝑝 = 0.11). In light of the previous
paragraph, no statistically significant association was found between user experience and length of the
first query (𝑟𝑠 (237) = 0.002, 𝑝 = 0.98) or length of the last query (𝑟𝑠 (237) = 0.49, 𝑝 = 0.45). Hence,
opposing to other work, we were not able to establish a relationship between querying behavior and
user engagement.

6
Discussion
This chapter discusses the main findings of our experiment and reviews the limitations that have
emerged throughout this study.

6.1. Interpretation and Implications
We studied how time constraints and SERP interfaces influence web search behavior, task perfor
mance, and user experience; and in what way different SERP interfaces are susceptible to the effects
of time constraints. To that extent, we conducted a 4 × 4 crowdsourced user study.
Regarding the effects of time constraints on task performance, as considered in RQ1, we found
that stricter time constraints reduced level of topic focus (TDepth, H1a), interpretation of data into ar
guments (DIntrp, H1c), and the number of arguments extracted (FArgument, H1d). These findings
are in line with similar works reporting reduced task performance related to the presence of a time
constraint [13]. Moreover, in line with [79], we find significant differences in task performance between
different lengths of time constraints; though, it must be mentioned that significant differences arising
from post hoc analyses were mainly present in the two most extreme time constraints conditions. Nev
ertheless, these results show that, as time constraints tighten, search engines are decreasingly efficient
in assisting the user in terms of task performance and imply that the effects of time constraints should
be considered in the design of search systems.
As for the impact of time constraints on search behavior, as regarded in RQ2, the results indicate
that participants in stricter time constraints issued queries at a higher rate (H2a). Although the in
creased query rate fits with findings in previous research [13, 15, 47], other influences in behavioral
metrics could not be established.
Considering the susceptibility of SERP interfaces to the effects of time constraints, as regarded in
RQ3, no SERP interface has been found to interact with task performance metrics or web search be
havior. While being unaware of related literature examining this interaction, previous work has shown
that SERP interfaces impact task performance [16, 37, 38] and search behavior [11, 39, 40]. Anyhow,
while this work may not have found significant effects, it has laid out the foundation for future work into
how search result presentation may assist timeconstrained searchers.
The influence of SERP interfaces on user experiences was considered in RQ4. Contrary to the hy
pothesis, the SERP interface did not affect user experience in this study. This is an interesting finding
since various elements and their presentation on the SERP have been found to impact user experi
ence related measures such as informativeness [55], satisfaction [4], and difficulty [42]. However, the
absence of statistically significant results is not inherently bad: it implies the experimental SERP inter
faces used in this work neither improved nor worsened user experience.
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Lastly, RQ5 questioned the extent to which ATI moderates the relationship between time constraints
and task performance. No significant relations have been found contrary to our conjecture based on
correlations of ATI with characteristics such as technology usage and learning success [27], indicating
no proof that ATI serves as a moderating variable for task performance.
Exploratory findings suggest that the increased query rate as time constraints increase comes at
the cost of reduced depth to which searchers click in the search results, an effect that should be taken
into account in the development of search systems to better support searchers performing exploratory
search tasks. Another interesting exploratory finding was made in terms of early stopping behavior
of participants. Participants making use of the option to stop their search early had only one signifi
cant difference in terms of task performance; apparently illustrating that participants may well indicate
themselves when there is little or nothing more to learn.

6.2. Limitations
Like many studies, this study has some limitations despite its careful preparations and attention de
voted to its design.
Firstly, the generalizability of this study is limited by the fact that only one topic was used in the search
task. This has perhaps best expressed itself in variables such as topical interest and prior knowledge
collected in the pretask questionnaire that are greatly specific to the topic. Given the constraint in terms
of funding, a tradeoff between sample size and experimental conditions was to be made. Reducing
the number of experimental conditions would diminish the benefit of this work, whereas reducing the
sample size per condition would decrease statistical power. In the end, the decision to design the study
as is was based on the identified knowledge gaps in related literature, maximizing the potentially added
value. To minimize the impact of using one topic as well as possible, the variables specific to the topic
have been included as covariates in the hypothesis tests.
Secondly, a caveat must be placed on task performance assessments. Although the task perfor
mance metrics by Wilson and Wilson were designed “using grounded theory” [84], subjectivity is on
the lurk in the application of these rubrics used to judge task performance. Alternatives such as auto
matic measures were examined, but manual inspection has shown unsatisfactory performance. As a
second alternative objective measure such as argument length were considered, but these are easily
confounded by factors like time constraint. A more qualitative measure analyzing whether a deeper
understanding of the topic was attained was preferred over a quantitative measure, which is why ul
timately Wilson and Wilson’s task performance metrics were used. To give meaning to the degree of
subjectivity present in the assessments, interrater reliability statistics on a random sample of argu
ments that has been evaluated by three raters are presented.
Lastly, as a more technical limitation, using a proxy to serve search results such that all participants
would see exactly the same page would be ideal. However, using a proxy would increase response
times, possibly affecting user experience. Also, no existing solutions were satisfactory in terms of
cost or easeofuse. Hence, the presence of a proxy did not outweigh its drawbacks. Presumably, the
absence of a proxy mainly manifested itself in personalization differences in terms of ads; contentwise,
most important to this work, no significant changes due to the absence of proxy are expected. As an
alternative, serverside web page rendering solutions like Prerenderer1 and Rendertron2 were shortly
considered, but unfortunately did not suffice either as these remove all JavaScript, with the undesired
consequence that (for example) cookie consent popups cannot be closed.

1 https://prerender.io/
2 https://github.com/GoogleChrome/rendertron

7
Conclusion and Future Work
This chapter presents the conclusion and identifies directions for future work.

7.1. Conclusion
In this work, a user study into the effects of time constraints and SERP interfaces on task performance,
user behavior, and user experience was presented. Participants were tasked with finding arguments
in favor or against a controversial topic under a time constraint while using a mock search system.
To evaluate task performance, we used qualitative measures to examine whether participants have
acquired a deeper understanding of the topic. The results of the user study show that stricter time
constraints reduce task performance. Additionally, tighter time constraints affect web search behavior
in terms of increased query rate. An exploratory finding suggests this comes at the cost of click depth,
which increases as time constraints loosen. Using various SERP interfaces, the susceptibility to the
effects of time constraints was investigated. While no susceptibility has been found, a foundation for
future work in this research direction has been laid out. Also, the various SERP interfaces used have
not influenced user experience, implying that user experience was neither improved nor worsened.
We did not find affinity for technology interaction to serve as a moderating variable in the relationship
between time constraints and task performance. Exploratory findings have shown that participants who
stopped the task early because they believed they had collected enough arguments had comparable
task performance scores to those who used all the time available. Our results have strengthened the
existing literature revolving around time constraints and SERP interfaces and made contributions to
the knowledge gap on the interplay between time constraints and SERP interfaces.

7.2. Future Work
The following directions for future studies are presented based on this work.
• Further research is needed to establish the generalizability of this work. As was already acknowl
edged as a limitation, the fact that only one topic was used is a shortcoming of this research.
Therefore, future work could confirm and generalize the findings presented in this work. The
experimental setup used in this work may serve as a foundation for this future work.
• The absence of effects on user experience as a result of SERP interfaces used in this work
warrants further investigation. Future work is required to determine whether this effect is also
found in other settings and whether different elements of the SERP interface can be used in
support of searchers in other directions of the information retrieval field.
• Additionally, considering that differences in task performance were found mainly in the most ex
treme time constraints, further research efforts could be devoted to examining the sensitivity
between time constraints and performance (related) measures.
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Figure A.1: SERP interface showing the list view.
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Figure A.2: SERP interface showing the grid view.

Figure A.3: SERP interface showing the snippet absence view.
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Figure A.4: SERP interface showing the interrupted linear scanning pattern view.

B
Informed Consent Statement
You are being invited to participate in a research study titled Study about Web Search Behavior. This
study is being done by Mike Beijen from the TU Delft.
The purpose of this research study is to investigate the influence of time constraints and user interfaces
on web search behavior, task performance and user experience pertaining to certain presented scenar
ios, and will take you approximately X1 minutes to complete. The data will be used for analyzing how
users interact with a search engine. You will be paid for your participation at the posted rate provided
that you complete the whole study, including demographic questions.
Your participation in this study is entirely voluntary and you can withdraw at any time.
We believe there are no known risks associated with this research study; however, as with any online
related activity the risk of a breach (exposure of data to an unauthorized person) is always possi
ble. To the best of our ability your answers regarding personal data in this study will remain confi
dential. We will minimize any risks by storing your data on TU Delft Project Storage, in compliance
with GDPR regulations. Anonymised data may later be made openly available for other research.
No names are collected. As a participant, you can request data corresponding to your participation
in our study at any time for the duration of the research project by sending an email to Mike Beijen
If you have any questions or requests, please send an email to Mike Beijen (m.f.beijen@student.tudelft.nl).
[tickbox] By ticking the box you give your informed consent, indicate you are aware how your data is
stored including the risks associated therewith, and agree to participate in accordance with the above
conditions.

1 The

duration of the experiment depended on the time condition the user was in. The expected completion times shown were
8, 11, 14, and 16 minutes for the 2, 5, 8, and no time constraint conditions respectively.
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